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BG students
protest Issue 5
College republicans
sponsored "smokeouf
to protest the possible
smoking ban at public

Senatorial candidates spar
Attack driven debate leaves some disappointed
By Megan Schmidt
Senior Reporter

areas in Ohio | Page J
Parents putting
family first over
work schedules
Parents focus on
home life and
plan work loads to

A vocal, and at times noisy,
crowd booed and cheered at
Toledo's Stranahan Theater last
night as Sen. Mike DeWine (R)
and Rep. Sherrod Brown (D)
fired attack after attack on each
other's voting records during
their last scheduled debate in

I heir race for U.S. Senate
Toledo was the fourth and
final city in which the tun poll
ticians would debate before the
election Nov. 7.
DeWine, who currently holds
the Senate seat, said during
his opening statement that his
opponent COUld not he trusted
to cooperate with fellow senators on hchall of Ohioans.

"|Brown's| record is one of
extreme partisanship," DeWine
said. "His record shows he cannot work with the other party
and cannot get things done."
DeWine described Brown as
too liberal and "on the fringe
of his own party." I le also criticized Brown for being an "Inefficient member of Congress."
In fourteen years, Sherrod

Brown has onlv passed four
bills," DeWine said. "Three of
them had to do with Taiwan
and one was about renaming a
federal building. He cannot run
from his abysmal record."
But Brown said DeWine was
unwilling to stray from voting
with bis parly and the president, saying the senator voted
>)(> percent of the time in line

with President Bush on issues
like the Iraq war — even when
both were wrong.
"|DeWine| did not ask the
lough questions even after
12 years on the Intelligence
Committee," Brown said. "He
voted for the war iii Iraq knowing troops were not armored."
See Dibit* | Page 10

accomodate family
even if it means
sacrifices | Page 3

Financial aid
office faces
water damage

Men's lacross
team wins
tournament
BG team traveled

Kara Ohngren
Senior Reporter

to Illinois earlier this
week, winning their
first championship

The stall at the student financial
aid office, located on the third floor
of the administration building, has
l)ecn dealing with water damage
lor a year and a half.
Several ceiling tiles have been
removed and replaced by buckets to calch the leaking water. An
entire cubicle workspace has been
overrun with sheets of plastic and
carpel squares are ripiKul up.
exposing the bare cement floor.
An individual was forced lo relocate within the office, and each
lime it rains tilings get worM\
This week's had lain storms
brought, in spots, up to an Inch
of mill iiuo the Offices, according to Laura i.mch, the associate
director of student financial aid.
University maintenance faculties
have repeatedly cleaned up the
excess water, temporarily tixetl
Ihe leaks and run fans to dry the
carpet However, according lo
Lmcli. al this point the problem
won't he completely fixed until

| Page 6

Hockey team
seeks national
attention
Falcons look to
continue their
winning streek this
weekend | Page 6

Comedy central
offers political
commentary

the tool Is replaced.
"V\e feel that the longer we wail
10 get ii fixed, the worse ihe problem is going 10 IH\" I inch said
"LYeryone wants to help hut no
one has the money — the cost will
only increase ihe longer we wait."
The administration build-

Erin Wethern points
out the influence
such shows as "The
Daily Show" and "The
Colbert Report" I
Page 9

Financial

Black Swamp
Pub offers
Halloween fun

Crossing 1-75
causes concern
forODOT

The pub in the
Student Union will
offer Hallown events
like "scary beer" tasting |Page 8
Sweetest day
Sweetest Day. an
Ohio native holiday
and Valentines Day
copycat, comes this
Saturday | Page 8

I
i

LINDSEYMOREO.
Sophomore.
Communication
"No It's got good
intentions, but it seems
like dirty money because
it's a sbt machine"
| Page 4

TOMORROW
PM Showers
High: 59, Low: 45

k

The festival draws together
internationally renowned composers, performers, and visual
artists, in a celebration of innovative art and music forms.
It promotes the appreciation of
new artistic works and connects
the University to an international

Ii ]IIM doesn't seem right for
a woman to lx' seen pushing a
baliy in a slroller over Interstate 75
just to do her grocery shopping.
Unfortunately, lor some Bowling
Green residents and college students, a dangerous walk is the only
way to get toMdjec
Many citizens of Bowling Green
hav e \v ondcred il thea' will ever be
a safe way to walk to the extreme
east side of (own. Although the city
engineer's office is aware Uiere is
a problem, there is no solution at
this lime, said William Blair, director of public works lor the city
The main obstacle standing
between a pedestrian walkway to
Meiier is, both literally iuid figuratively, the expressway. The limited
amount of space on the bridge
over 1-75 poses a large problem for
city workers such as Blair.
"Normally, we don't direct
pedestrian traffic to dead end
locations," Blair said. "We
should definitely have a way
over the overpass."
The reason the city is not permitted to build on or around the
overpass is because the Ohio
Department of Transportation
(ODOT) is responsible for both
1-75 and the overpass. Although
there have been plans to widen the
overpass, the tragedy of I lurricane

See Festival | Page 2

See 1-751 Page 2

hacky weather woes
By Tim Sampson
Reporter

Last week students found themselves
bundled up head to toe, fending off
freezing temperatures and freak
snow flurries. This week they were
dressed lighter, but with umbrellas
in tow. And if the forecast for next
week is accurate, they'll quickly be
reaching for their hats and scarves
once more.
Certainly the weather in recent

weeks seamed erratic and has
been a source of frustration for
many students. But according to
experts the recent weather conditions, though slightly unusual, are
by no means an anomaly.
Arthur Samel, associate professor
of geography, specializing in climatology and meteorology doesn't think
it's uncommon.
"While we're Iransitioning from
one season to the next we tend to see
a little bit of each in rapid succession,"

he said.
Indeed this time of year is known
for being volatile and unpredictable.
"October is a very back and forth
month," said Norm Van Ness. meteorologist for NBC24 News in Toledo.
But even though the current pingponging weather may not be ail that
impressive from a scientific standpoint, many still harbor the impression that it is somehow out of the
Sec Weather

pi

New Music and Art Festival comes to BGSU
By Chris Bills
Reporter

I TODAY
Mostly Cloudy
High: 54. Low:38

By Ken Ondrus
Reporter

CM*!***-'**'

almost here

Do you think the
'Learn and Earn'
program is a good
idea?

s2

One of the premier contemporary music and an festivals in the
worid began yesterday and will
continue tomorrow.
The 27th annual New Music
and Art festival, sponsored by
the Mid American Center for

Contemporary Music in the
College of Musical Arts and the
School of An at the University,
will be headlined by composer
and pianist Frederic Rzcwski.
Rzewski co-founded the
improvisational and live electronic ensemble Musiea
FJettronica Viva in Home in 1966
and has performed his compos! -

lions around the globe
I le is currently a professor of music composition
at Conservatoire Royal de
Musique in Liege Belgium. I le
has also taught at several other
universities including ihe Yale
School of Music, University of
Cincinnati, and Hochschulc
der Kuenste in Berlin.
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BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY
12:13 a.m.
University police responded
oil of people smokii the stairwell

S. Korea to continue cooperating with N. Korea
By Warrtn P. Strobel and Tim
Johnson
MCT
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South
Korea's leaders told
Secretary of State Condolce/ya
nice on Thursday that they'll
continue cross-border economic
cooperation that provides millions
of dollars to North Korea, despite
us imderpound nudeai test it)

days Mots
8:J8a.m.
■

8:52 a.m.
'ted
<i South Mercer Road
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4:59 p.m.
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5:09 p.m.
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5:16 p.m.
- iwing
6:44 p.m.
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8:09 p.m.
■

THURSDAY
1:12 a.m.
■

south Korean foreign Minister
llan ki-nioon said he told Hice
that tlierc were "positive aspects"
in a huge, South Korean-sponsored industrial /one just across
the demilitarized /one in North
Korea A second major project, the
Diamond Mountain tourist resort
in North Korea, "isa very symbolic
project for Korea." Ban said.
The South Korean stance,
delivered to Hice as she toured
East teia to gathet support for
isolating North Korea, underscores frictions over how best
K> deal with the unpredictable
regime in Pyongyang.
Under its sunshine policy.'
South Korea has advocated
engagement with the North.
While Hice siid she made no
demands over the projects, u.s.
officials haw looked askance at
them, particularly the resort
Rices talks here coincided with
the visit ni a high-level Chinese
envoy to Pyongyang, when? he's
reported)) meeting with North
Korean leader Kim Jong II.
The \isit by the envoy, limg

liaxuan, a former foreign minister
who's now in a more senior job
as a state councilor, is thought to
be die first outside contact with
isolated North Korea's leaders
since it exploded a nuclear device
underground, provoking worldwide condemnation.
Two of China's most senior
l-onign Ministrv olfuuls accompanied Tang on the two-day trip
to Pyongyang. President Bush and
Rice met with langin Washington
last week, days after North Koreas
nuclear test.
Hice is to cooler with lang in
Beijing on Iriday.
\ senior State I leparonent official accompanying her said the
United States didn't yet know
the results ni Ling's mission to
Pyongyang Hut die official speaking on condition of anonyniitv
In cause ol the delicate diplomacy,
said he expected lang had delivered a "strong message" to North
Korea that it should refrain from
further nuclear tests,
In Seoul. Itice went out of her
waj to try' W calm South Koreas
fears thai U.S. actions since North
Koreas underground nudeai test
could ratchet up tensionsoi even
lead to a military confrontation.

"WB want to leave open the path
to negotiation. We don't want the
crisis to escalate." viicl Hice after
meeting with Ban, who's been
selected to lie the next U.N. SO
retary general, and with South
Korean Presldeni Roh Moo-hyun.
Reports of u.s. proposals

to inspect cargo to and from
North Korea under new U.N.
sanctions "have been a little
exaggerated," she said. "Some
people seem to he imagining
|a] quarantine or a blockade
I hat is not the Intention."
I I.S. officials have said that ships
headed to or from North Korea
would lie stopped and searched
on the high seas iniK when there
was Intelligence suggesting that
the) were carrying banned cargo.
fne UN. sane lions, approved
last Saturday In response to North
Koreas nudeai tesi. prohibit the
country from exporting or importing nuclc.il and missile related
materials, advanced conventional
weapons such as tanks and artillery and luxury goods.
South Korea's two major
investment projects In North
Korea don't appear to I.ill nuclei
the sanctions. Seoul has argued
that they're a way to promote
engagement and economic
change in North Korea.
Bui us. Assistant Secretary
of state Christopher Hill said
this wed thai the Diamond
Mountain project seems to lie
designed to give money to the
North Korean authorities."
About 10,000 South Koreans
go to the resort each month,
where they enjoy the scenic
granite peaks, Interact with hundreds of North Korean employees and buy trinkets and snake
wine
with a dead snake pickled in the bottle

Kumgang
Mountain
Tourist Region
40,000 South
Koreans visit
each month
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mi; is shaped like a top hat and
the financial aid office is located
directly under the90-degree angle
where the higher floors meet with
the third Boor. Hence, this area is
seeing the most problems, Watei
is seeping through the ceiling all
along this seam and is soaking
through the Boor, causing brown
watei s|»its on the ceiling of the
College ol \rls and Sciences office
below on the second floor.
Aside from theunsightry appearance that die flood damage has
caused, it is also bringing health

concerns to the affected staff

■

■

"it is icaih a morale issue
around

here"

I.inch

said.

"When it is totally drenched the

■

carpet smells musty, and even

...

after It's swept up, we won)
about allergies.

■

rt bond.

WEATHER
From Page 1
ordinary.
"We went out to run one
morning and it was suddenly
30 degrees, and there was frost
on the ground, and it was really
weird," said Kate Achter, junior.
There is a reason for this
misconception according to
Robert Shiels, chief meteorologist for WTOl. News in Toledo.
He says many people don't
understand what an "average"
temperature means.
"People think the average is
what the temperature should
be' this time of year, but there
is no 'should be'. There's just an
average," he said.
According to Shiels, people
should be aware that mean

I he University!) department ol
environmental health and safet)
temperatures tire compiled over
many years and that they often
include years in which temperatures were well above or below
the average,
"I think in the last 10 years
or so the w inieis have generally been more mild and people
are maybe more used to it being
wanner ill the fall." Shiels said,
"Hut If you look at history you'll
see a greater fluctuation and see
that ill is is not all that unusual."
People's notions of what constitute normal meteorological
conditions are indeed rooted in
there own personal experience.
Most people have a limited
frame of reference and aren't
aware ol the kinds ol weather
that can occur." Van NesssakL
The experts also warned
against view ing last week's earl)
freezing and snow event as an
Indicator of harsh winter condi-

recently checked the area for moid
but did not detect any signs ol the
fungus. Vet, finch said, the longer the water sits in the carpet,
the greater the chance for mold
to grow.

Another safety concern Is that ol
electriciiv mixing vstth the stand
ing water. The environmental
health and safety department said
that this issue was not a danger
at the present lime. The depart
ment cautions the stall that after
tin- next major rain that the area
will hale to lie Inspected again.
according to Emch.
"It's not a vet) sale environment 10 work in when you are
scaled to work on at your computer," She said.

It appears that come this winter
the financial aid office, and the
rest ol the building that has battled
flooding for quite some lime, may
he able to stay dry.
Mlei heav) iainfall that occurred
earlier this week the llimcisin
approved emergency funding
to be used toward this project

"It's not a very safe
environment to work
in when you are
scared to work on at
your computer."
according to Bryan Benner, asso
date vice president for administrative operations.
liennei said to replace the
roof will cost about (44,000 and.
weather permitting, the week
long job should begin some time
in November.
'These types ol situations are
frustrating for the staff, especially
because I have such sympath)
for the people that ate working
under these conditions," Benner
said. "But at the end of the day the
problem was recognized and the
funding was approved, so that's a
good thing."

"We have enough trouble forecasting a
week out, let alone through the
whole winter."
tions to come.
"The first snow was about
two and a hall weeks ahead ol
schedule." Shiels said, "lint in
the long term it really means
nothing as to what's going to
happen during winter."
Samel echoed this sentiment
"We have enough trouble
forecasting a week out, let
alone through the whole winter," he said
However, there is one reasonable predictor of possible
conditions this season, and it
may come as welcome news for
man) who dread bone-chilling

winter temperatures.
There is currentlj a weak II
Nino in the Pacific Ocean. II

FESTIVAL
From Page l
performing arts community
The lestivitics kicked off ycslerd.i\ with a lecture performance
by Hzewski as well as an an
exhibition paintings b) Michael
Arrigo, associate professor
fhe festival will Incorporate a
variety of concerts, an exhibits,

ami video screenings
Special guests include the
llieletna Trio, a Itclgian ensemble which has perlomicd in Italy,
Belgium, the Netherlands, lapan
and I'eni. Ilicir orchestral style
incorporates energetic sounds
of rock and jazz, making them
one ol the most original modem
ensembles in the world.
Celloisl Madeleine Shapiro.
has performed her works tit universities throughout the country
as weO as Europe
Shapiro has Created her own
biand of contemporary art
music by incorporating electronics into her cello pxTfonnanccs,
She is also a part of a prominent
New York City ensemble Modem
Winks!, which experiments with
a mix of stringed instruments
and electronic sounds.

1-75
From Page 1

Nino is reoccurrlng weather
phenomenon thai takes place
ever) few years, in which
wanning waters in the Pacific
Ocean have a cascading effect
on global climate conditions.
According to the Climate
Prediction Center of the
National Weather Service, an
Id Nino most typically results
in a wanner than average
winter for the Great lakes
region with a normal amount
of precipitation.

Katrina caused some of the
OIK II funding to be deferred to
help with the crisis. Blah said.
Ilwre is currently no time table
lor the expansion Of die overpass,
said Michael Stunner. ( )I X Jl planning engineer. Stomier also said
dial at this time time is no exact
plan for funding of the project.
funding depends on how the
project doeiops. lliereareavariety
of funding sources," Stonncr said
"It's probably going to \*: ODCT

I lansen Musical Arts Series
is hosting a panel discussion tilled "The Critic and the
Composer," which will include
composer and critic dreg
Sandow and \niie Midgette of
the New Yolk Times.
This event will give students
a chance to interact with two
of the most well known classical music critics in the country
about the works of Rzewski
and other performers of the
festival. The discussion begins
at 11:30 a.m. today in the Bryan
Recital Hall.
Burton Beerman, director of
the music center and coordinator of the festival, said it gives
world class musicians and anists
from other countries a chance
to collaborate and share their
talents with the student body in
Bowling Green
"Anytime you are exposed to
new art or music, you become a
different human being. It shows
you a side of life you haven't seen
iiefore," said Beerman.
Most festival events are
free of charge and are open
to the public.
Editor's Note: lor ticket
information, contact Moore
Musical Arts Center box office
at 419-372-8171.

money with matching funds from
;uea wealth"
Dave laird, city surveyor, said
dial although diete is no sun? plan
to deal widi die overpass, there are
kleas being discussed
"ihe only two .options, other
than a tunnel, are using die existing stntcnire or creating a separate
pedestrian walkway." Laud said.
"But whatever is cost effective is
probably die way it would nin."
While city and state workers try
to figure out die best approach to
building a padi to Mcijcr, Bawling
Green citizens and students —
especially diose widiout cars—are
stuck on die west side of 1-75.

GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '07 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
352-0717
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445 E.Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43412
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www.greenbriarrentals.com

LEASING BEGINS OCT. 24TH
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GET A LIFE
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'Great Falcon' smokers
protest issue 5

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Sort* **>*% talen from fventsbgiofdu

TODAY
Last day to withdraw from classes.

Noon
How Does a Soloist Sing a
Dutt?
Brown bag tafc on wxal techniques
called asharmorw 314 Union

3:30 p.m.
Tea Tune
Anthony Fontana will talk about his
recent graphic novel; bring your own
mug Fine Arts Center-Ceramics
Studio

3:45-5 pm
Hansen Series:
The Future of Classical Music
KobackerHall

6:30 p.m.
Lady in the Water
Early movie showing
Union Theater

6:30 p.m.
ARTalks:
Mary Flanagan, ckgital artist Fin* Arts

Center room 204
7.30 p.T.

27th Annual New Music
and Art Festival

By M.gin Schmidt
Senior Reporter

Despite steady rain and cold temperatures, more than 30 students
stood huddled together puffing
cigars in front of the Union yesterday afternoon.
The students were participating in the Great Falcon Smokeoul
demonstration, organized by the
College Republicans, to show
opposition to Issue 5, which will
appear on the Nov. 7 ballot and
would 1I.II i smoking in almost all
public places throughout the state,
including restaurants, bars and
howling alleys.
As he smoked one of the cigars
provided free to the College
Republicans by local smoke shops
Cut-Rate Tobacco and A Cigar
Affair, sophomore lohn Sengstock
said he plans to vote in favor of
Issue 4, which would continue to
allow smoking in bowling alleys,
bingo halls and "any facility from
which minors are prohibited,"
including bars.
Sengstock also said he hoix.il
the demonstration would inspire
onlookers to ask questions about
Issues 4 and 5.
"Everybody can see us and
what we're doing here," he
said. "A few people have kind
of leered at us. but it's about

spreading our viewpoint."
For some demonstrators, the
right to smoke in public has less
to do with the act of smoking
itself and more with business
owners' rights.
"This decision should be left
up to businesses, not the government," Conor Kendrick. freshman,
said. "It's the business owners
right to decide if smoking will be
allowed in a restaurant or bar."
Still others said the government simply has no good reason
to punish smokers for an activity
they enjoy.
I can see where people might
think a public smoking ban is
good, but in an area as open as
a bar. is it really such a big deal if
there is smoking?" Matt Saporito,
senior, said.
"People's views are skewed by
all kinds of biases," Sengstock
said. "There's not even any proven fact that secondhand smoke
causes cancer."
Julia Thurston, employee at
Cut-Rate Tobacco who attended
the demonstration* said voters
will ultimately decide what is
best for Ohio.
"I think Issue 5 is a little bit out of
the ballpark," she said. "But everyone has their own opinion, and
I'm glad we have a choice between
the two."

JASON B[NIN[R

•[ BG NtWS

CIGAR ANYONE?: James Stickles and Miranda Bond stand outside m the cold, handing out free cigars in attempt to defeat issue 5 which
would create a smoking ban Ian that will prohibit smoking in public places

Gallery opening and reception featuring
Mary Flanagan. Daniel C Howe and

University of Missouri declines
condom distribution to students

Joan Livingstone
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery

9:30 p.m.
Lady in the Water

Todays parents put family over careers
By Jamie Malernee

MCT
By Kavita Kumar

Movie dw
Union Theater

SATURDAY
The Global Friendship
Picnic
Campus gathefing
Education Lawn

Pub: ParaokeA Pumpkin
Carving
Union Pub

Hie University of Missouri at
Columbia will not put condoms
in residence hall restrooms as
had been reported last month,
said university officials.
Chancellor Brady Deaton has
decided not to move forward
with the initiative, a university
spokeswoman said, so the university can hold public forums
and decide how best to educate
students about health issues.
University spokeswoman
Mary Jo Banken said the condom program had not been
approved.

"It was never really official,"
she said.
The idea originally came
from a student fraternity that
approached
various
university departments with it.
"Unfortunately, what happened is that it was reported
in the media and reported on
prematurely before it could be
reviewed by all university leadership," she said.
She said Deaton commends
students for coming up with
the idea. She said the university
wanted to find ways to address
the broader problem of sexually-transmitted infections and
unplanned pregnancies.

FORT LAUDF.RDALE. Ha. —
Ciiiui Cadogan started her own
business to work flexible hours.
Justin Chan quit his job to be
ME Morn.
Megan Smith pulls weekend
shifts so her kids don't have to go
to day care.
Amanda Allen persuaded her
boss to let her telecommute
from home.
These |>arenls base very different lives but one similar goal
— to put family first. After watching Baby Boomers on the corporate treadmill, divorce in historic
numbers and often lose their jobs

to downsizing, studies show that
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Instead, young parents are
demanding flexible hours, alternative shifts or work-from-home
arrangements even il they mean
switching careers, taking pay cuts
or starting their own companies.
"Wfc both want more for our
children than what we gut." said
Cadogan, 33, ;ui attomej who
started her nun law firm so she
wouldn't have to worn' about

pulling in lace time" and could
work from home. Her husband,
an engineer, is considering going
part-time In a few years to spend
time with their two children.
"\\e s,u down and said, 'How
are we going to make this work?
What's the goal here?'" Cadogan
said "And the goal is the family."
Jennifer Rosario. 28, ponders
her motherhood role models
and admits she's confused. Her
mother gave up a career to raise a
family. I lei aunt is a professional
with her child in day care all day.
Rosario doesn't like either
choice.
"It's about trying to find a balance, but it's hard for me to have
any role- n mdels." Hi isario said. "It
seems like it's one or the other."
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today's 20- and 30-soincthings
warn differently.
following the philosophy,
"do it all, just not at once," more
women — and a growing number of men — are staying at
home. Those who can't afford the
option or don't want to ghe ii|i
careers arc rebelling against traditional work,

our date party

Molly Minof
Chelsea Obrock
Jodi Advey
Angie Voung
Brandy Chufney
Lauren Staropoii
Shant Herskovlc
Courtney Saisbury
Erin Wells
Knsten Shannon
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Cindy Meadows
Leah Vittardi
Katie Giimote
Lmdsey Long
Kathtyn Duggan
Shannon Shoemaker
Mailo'y Pauius
Michelle Mormile
Jonna Ramsay
Theresa Lunghoter
Brittany Sarley
Brittany Pecoraro
Sarah Kersey
Megan Saisbuiy
Anne Notdiie
Emily Re id
Ken Lewicki
Ion Updegraft
Krystal Naples
Melissa Mikita

David Chambllss
Greg Heban
Justin Long well
Corey Cercone
Ricky Kusnan
Zach Williams
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Ryan Deller
Josh Davenport
Jason Moniio
Justin Yates
Tony CardarelH
Chris Dunlop
Nick Davis
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Jason Kiem
Nick Bloom
Andrew Meginn
Tom Fritsch
Jackson Goth'f
Brian Butler
Brock Hosteller
Adam Hooper
Harry Martin
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Josh Werner
Keith Green
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Whitney Brown
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Susan Beardsiee
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Whitney Smith
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BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY
12:11 a.m.
University police responded
to a report of people smoking marijuana in the stairwell
m the rec center, but it was
unfounded.
8:17 a.m.
Japoleon Road resident
reported telephone harassment. The subject said the callMtened suicide. Sandusky
-■-ere called to check
her welfare and she was taken
nont hospital.
8:3« a.m.
Buttonwood Avenue resident
reported being harassed.
8:52 a.m.

n vehicle reported
■ ■ 1 m a South Mercer Road
l lot.
4:59 p.m.
Juvenile reported to have been
tened on a school bus on
North Prospect St-- i
5:09 p.m.
Juvenile ran away from school
■ lotz Road. Staff had locat• ■ J the juvenile before police
arrived
5:16 p.m.
Juveniles reported throwing
rocks at each other.
6:44 p.m.
Subject reported her daughter
reatened by an adult.
8:09 p.m.
: 'Qrted stolen
from a room in Kohl.

THURSDAY
1:12 a.m.
Megan Renay White. 19.
arrested for using a fake id at a
North Main Street bar.
1:41 a.m.
Joel D. Shumakcr. 20. Trie
Andrew Broome. 19. and Todd
ike. 21. arrested for
nuisance party violati ■■■
session of marijuana and illegal
use of drug parapher i
they had a loud party m their
garage.
2:24 a.m.
Subject reported on the roof
■ t Wooster Street bar.
When police and fire officials
arrived, they were unable to
locate hirn.
3:06 a.m.
Casey L Donald. 19. arrested
for underage under the influence and possession of drug
paraphernalia on Palmer
Avenue. Once he was m the
patrol car. the officers found a
suspected marijuana pipe m hi-,
possession. Chad N. Henck,
ir tested for underage
under the influence and felony
escape after he managed to
escape from his hand
flee on foot. After a search the
person that had come to pick
Henck up located him and he
■ i to jail without bond.

WEATHER
From Page 1

ordinary,
"We went out to run one
morning and it was suddenly
30 degrees, and there was frost
on the ground, and it was really
weird." said Kate Achler, junior.
There is a reason for this
misconception according to
Robert Shiels, chief meteorologist for WTOL News in Toledo.
He says many people don't
understand what an "average"
temperature means.
"People think the average is
what the temperature 'should
be' this time of year, but there
is no 'should be'. There's just an
average," he said.
According to Shiels, people
should be aware that mean

S. Korea to continue cooperating with N. Korea
By Warran P. Strobal and Tim
Johnson
MCT

South Korea's leaders told
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice on Thursday that they'll
continue cross-border economic
cooperation that provides millions
of dollars to North Korea, despite
its undopound nuclear test 10
days before.
South Korean Foreign Minister
lian Ki-moon said he told Rice
that there were "positive aspects"
to a huge, South Korean-sponsored industrial zone just across
the demilitarized zone in North
Korea A second major project, the
I Namond Mountain tourist resort
in North Korea, "is a very symbolic
project for Korea," Ban said.
The South Korean stance,
delivered to Rice as she toured
I ,ist Asia to gather support for
isolating North Korea, underscores frictions over how best
to deal with die unpredictable
regime in Pyongyang.
Under its "sunshine policy"
South Korea has advocated
engagement with the North.
While Rice said site made no
demands over the projects, U.S.
officials haw looked askance at
them, particularly the resort.
Rice's talks here coincided with
the visit of a high-level Chinese
envoy to Pyongyang, where he's
reportedly meeting with North
Korean leader Kim long II.
The visit by the envoy, Tang

FINANCIAL
From Page 1

ing is shaped like a top hat and
die financial aid office is located
directly under the 90-degree angle
where the higher floors meet with
the third floor. I lence, this area is
seeing the most problems. Water
is seeping through the ceiling all
along this seam and is soaking
through the floor, causing brown
water s|Kits on the ceiling of the
College of Arts.ind s< HI ices office
below on the second floor.
Asiclrlromtheunsighlly appearance that the flood damage has
caused, it is also bringing healdi
concerns to die affected staff.
"It is really a morale issue
around here," Emch said.
"When it is totally drenched the
carpet smells musty, and even
after it's swept up, we wortj
about allergies.'
The University's department of
environmental health and safety
temperatures are compiled over
many years and that they often
include years in which temperatures were well above or below
the average
"I think in the last 10 years
or so the winters have generally been more mild and people
arc maybe more used to it being
warmer in the fall." Shiels said.
"But if you look at history you'll
sec a greater fluctuation and see
that this is not all that unusual."
People's notions of what constitute normal meteorological
conditions are indeed rooted in
there own personal experience.
"Most people have a limited
frame of reference and aren't
aware of the kinds of weather
that can occur," Van Ncss said.
The experts also warned
against viewing last week's early
freezing and snow event as an
indicator of harsh winter condi-

Banian, a former foreign minister
who's now in a more senior job
as a state councilor, is thought to
be the first outside contact with
isolated North Korea's leaders
since it exploded a nuclear device
underground, provoking woridwide condemnation.
Two of China's most senior
Foreign Ministry officials accompanied Tang on the two-day trip
to Pyongyang. President Bush and
Rice met with Tang in Washington
last week, days after North Koreas
nudear test.
Rice is to confer with Tang in
Beijing on Friday.
A senior State Department official accompanying her said the
United States didn't yet know
the results of Tang's mission to
Pyongyang. But the official, speaking on condition of anonymity
because of the delicate diplomacy,
said he expected Tang had delivered a "strong message" to North
Korea that it should refrain from
further nuclear tests.
In Seoul, Hire went out of her
W8J to try to calm South Korea's
fears that U.S. actions since North
Korea's underground nuclear test
could ratchet up tensions or even
lead to a military confrontation.
We want to leave open the padi
to negotiation. We don't want the
crisis to escalate," said Rice after
meeting with Ban, who's been
selected to Ix1 the next I I.N. sec
rotary general, and with South
Korean President Roll Moo-hyun.
Reports of U.S. proposals

to inspect cargo to and from
North Korea under new U.N.
vine lions "have been a little
exaggerated." she said. "Some
people seem to be imagining
|a| quarantine or a blockade.
That is not the intention."
U.S. officials have said that ships
headed to or from North Korea
would be stopped and searched
on the high seas only when there
was intelligence suggesting that
they were carrying banned cargo.
The U.N. sanctions, approved
last Saturday in response to North
Korea's nuclear test, prohibit the
country from exporting or importing nuclcai and missile-related
materials, advanced conventional
weapons such as tanks and artillery, and luxury goods.
South K irea's two majoi
investment projects in North
Korea don't appear to fall under
the sanctions. Seoul has argued
that they're a way to promote
engagement and economic
change in North Korea.
But U.S. Assistant Secretary
of State Christopher Hill said
this week that the Diamond
Mountain project "seems to be
designed to give money to the
North Korean authorities."
About 40,000 South Koreans
go to the resort each month,
where they enjoy the scenic
granite peaks, interact with hundreds of North Korean employees ami bin trinkets and snake
wine — with a dead snake pickled in the bottle.

recently checked the area for mold
but did not delect any signs of the
fungus. Yet, Emch said, the Inn
net the water sits in the carpet,
the greater the chance for mold
to grow.
Another safety concern is dial of
electricity mixing with die standing water. The environmental
health and safety department said
that this issue was not a danger
at the present time. The department cautions the staff that after
the next major rain that the area
will have to be inspected again,
according to Emch.
"It's not a very safe environment to work in when you are
scared to work on at your computer," she said.
It appears that come this winter
tile financial aid office, and the
rest of the building that lias battled
flooding for quite some time, may
be able to stay dry.
After heavy rainfall tiiat occu rred
earlier this week the University
approved emergency funding
to be used toward this project.

"It's not a very safe
environment to work
in when you are
scared to work on at
your computer."
Laura Emch | Patrolman

according to Bryan Benner, associate vice president for administrative operations
Benner said to replace the
roof will cost about $44,000 and,
weather permitting, the weeklong job should begin some time

in November.

"These types of situations am
frustrating for the staff, especially
because I have such sympathy
for the people that are working
under these conditions," Benner
said. "But at the end of the day the
problem was recognized and the
funding was approved, so that's a
good tiling"

"We have enough trouble forecasting a
week out, let alone through the
whole winter."
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FESTIVAL
From Page 1

performing arts community.
fhe festivities kicked off yesterday with a lecture perfonnance
by Rzewski as well as an art
exhibition paintings by Michael
Anigo. associate professor.
The festival will incorporate a
variety of concerts, art exhibits,
and video screenings.
Special guests include the
ThiHcma Trio, a Belgian ensemble which has performed in Italy,
Belgium, die Netherlands, lapan
and Peni. Their orchestral style
incorporates energetic sounds
of rock and jazz, making them
one of the most original modem
ensembles in die world.
Celloist Madeleine Shapiro,
has perfonned her works at univentdes throughout the country
as well as Europe.
Shapiro has created her own
brand of contemporary art
music by incorporating electronics into her cello |ierfonnances,
She is also a part of a prominent
New York City ensemble Modem
Works!, which experiments with
a mix of stringed instruments
and electronic sounds.

Arthur Samel! Patrolman

tions to come.
"The first snow was about
two and a half weeks ahead of
schedule," Shiels said. "But in
the long term it really means
nothing as to what's going to
happen during winter."
Samel echoed this sentiment.
"We have enough trouble
forecasting a week out, let
alone through the whole winter," he said.
However, there is one reasonable predictor of possible
conditions this season, and it
may come as welcome news for
many who dread bone-chilling

winter temperatures.
There is currently a weak El
Nino in the Pacific Ocean. HI
Nino is reoccurring weather
phenomenon that takes place
every few years, in which
wanning waters in the Pacific
Ocean have a cascading effect
on global climate conditions.
According to the Climate
Prediction Center ol tInNational Weather Service, an
El Nino most typically results
in a warmer than average
winter for the Great Lakes
region with a normal amount
of precipitation.

1-75
From Page 1

Katrina caused some of the
OIXJI' funding to be deferred to
help with the crisis, Blair said.
'Ihere is currently no time table
for the expansion of the overpass,
said Michael Stormer. OIXJT planning engineer. Stunner also sakl
that at this time there is no exact
plan for funding of the project
"Funding depends on how the
project devdops'lhereareavariety
of funding sources," Stomier sakl
"It's probably going to be ODOT

©2006
MCT
Graphic:
Tim Goheen,
Judy Treible

Hansen Musical Arts Series
is hosting a panel discussion titled "The Critic and the
t Jimposer," which will include
composer and critic Greg
Sandow and Anne Midgette of
the New York'limes.
This event will give students
a chance to interact with two
of the most well known classical music critics in the country
about the works of Rzewski
and other performers of the
festival. The discussion begins
at 11:30 a.m. today in the Bryan
Recital 1 lall.
Burton Beennan, director of
the music center and coordinator of the festival, said it gives
worid class musicians and artists
from other countries a chance
to collaborate and share their
talents with the student body in
Bowling Green.
"Anytime you are exposed to
new art or music, you become a
different human being. It shows
you a side of life you haven't seen
before," said Beerman.
Most festival events are
free of charge and are open
to the public.
Editor's Note: For ticket
information, contact Moore
Musical Arts Center box office
at 419-372-8171.
money with matching funds from
area wraith"
Dave laird city surveyor, said
that although there is no sure plan
to deal with the overpass, there are
ideas being discussed
"The only two .options, other
than a tunnel, are using the existing sffucture or creating a separate
pedestrian walkway," Laird said.
"But whatever is cost effective is
probably the way it would run."
While city and state workers try
to figure out the best approach to
building a path to Miijer. Bowling
Green citizens and students —
especially those without cars—are
stuck on the west side of 1-75.

GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '07 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
352-0717 • 445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43412 • www.greenbriarrenlals.com
LEASING BEGINS OCT. 24™

Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE!
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR
SUMMER & FALL '07

STOP

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 F.. Wooster Street. Bowling (.11,11. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
KFNTAL OFFICE (4191 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 lo 5:00
www.johnneHloverealestate.com
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'Great Falcon' smokers
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TODAY

protest issue 5

Last day to withdraw from classes.

By Megan Schmidt
Senior Reporter

Nooi
How Does a Soloist Sing a

Despite steady rain and cold temperatures, more than 30 students
stood huddled together puffing
cigars in front of the Union yesterday afternoon.
The students were participating in the Great Falcon Smokeout
demonstration, organized by the
College Republicans, to show
opposition to Issue 5, which will
appear on the Nov. 7 ballot and
would ban smoking in almost all
public places throughout the state,
including restaurants, bars and
bowling alleys.
As he smoked one of the cigars
provided free to the College
Republicans by local smoke shops
Cut-Rate Tobacco and A Cigar
Affair, sophomore John Sengstock
said he plans to vote in favor of
Issue 4, which would continue to
allow smoking in bowling alleys,
bingo halls and "any facility from
which minors are prohibited,"
including bars.
Sengstock also said he hoped
the demonstration would inspire
onlookers to ask questions about
Issues 4 and 5.
"Everybody can see us and
what we're doing here," he
said. "A few people have kind
of leered at us, but it's about

Duet?
Brown bag la* on vocal techniques
caWasharmonie JMUnion

3:50 pm
Tea Time
Anthony Fontana wi talk about his
recent graphic novel; bring your own
mug. Flnt Arts Center - Ceramics
Studio

3:45- 5 p.m
Hansen Series:
The Future of Classical Music
KobackerHall

6:30 pm
Lady in the Water
Earfy move showing
Union Theater

6:30 p.n.
ARTalks:
Mary Flanagan, digital artist Fine Arts
Center room 204

7:30 pm
27th Annual New Music
and Art Festival

spreading our viewpoint."
For some demonstrators, the
right to smoke in public has less
to do with the act of smoking
itself and more with business
owners' rights.
"This decision should be left
up to businesses, not the government," Conor Kendrick, freshman,
said. "It's the business owners
right to decide if smoking will be
allowed in a restaurant or bar."
Still others said the government simply has no good reason
to punish smokers for an activity
they enjoy.
"I can see where people might
think a public smoking ban is
good, but in an area as open as
a bar, is it really such a big deal if
there is smoking?" Matt Saporito,
senior, said.
"People's views are skewed by
all kinds of biases," Sengstock
said. "There's not even any proven fact that secondhand smoke
causes cancer."
Julia Thurston, employee at
Cut-Rate Tobacco who attended
the demonstration, said voters
will ultimately decide what is
best for Ohio
"I think Issue 5 is a little bit out of
the ballpark." she said. "But everyone has their own opinion, and
I'm glad we have a choice between
the two"

JASON KNTNER

TMf.BG NEWS

CIGAR ANYONE?: James Stickles and Miranda Bond stand outside in the cold, handing out free cigars m attempt to defeat issue 5 which
would create a smoking-ban law that wiH prohibit smoking in public places

Gallery opening and reception featuring
Mary Flanagan. Daniel C Howe and

University of Missouri declines
condom distribution to students

Joan Livingstone
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery

9:30 pm

Todays parents put family over careers
By Jamie Malernee
MCT

Lady in the Water

By Kavita Kumar
MCT

Movie showing
Union Theater

The University of Missouri at
Columbia will not put condoms
in residence hall restrooms as
had been reported last month,
said university officials.
Chancellor Brady Deaton has
decided not to move forward
with the initiative, a university
spokeswoman said, so the university can hold public forums
and decide how best to educate
students about health issues.
University spokeswoman
Mary lo Banken said the condom program had not been
approved.

SATURDAY
1
-4 pm
The Global Friendship
Picnic
Campus gathering
Education Lawn

8-10 pm
Pub: ParaokeS Pumpkin

Carving
Union Pub

"It was never really official,"
she said.
The idea originally came
from a student fraternity that
approached
various
university departments with it.
"Unfortunately, what happened is that it was reported
in the media and reported on
prematurely before it could be
reviewed by all university leadership," she said.
She said Deaton commends
students for coming up with
the idea. She said the university
wanted to find ways to address
the broader problem of sexually-transmitted infections and
unplanned pregnancies.

PORT LAUDERDA1.E, Ha. —
Gina Cadogan started her nun
business to work flexible hours.
lustin Chan quit his job to be
Mr. Mom.
Megan Smith pulls weekend
shifts so her kids don't have to go
to day care.
Amanda /Mien persuaded her
boss to let her telecommute
from home.
These parents have very different lives but one similar goal
— to put family first. After watching Baby Boomers on the corporate treadmill, divorce in historic
numbers and often lose their jobs
to downsizing, studies show that

V

Off-Campus Students
Pick Yours Up Today!

rtr>

BEWARE OF WHAT LURKS IN THE

ii u vrin I:\I.IM; HOI si;

putting in "face time" and could
work from home. Her husband,
an engineer, is considering going
pan-time in a few years to spend
time with their two children.
"We sat down and said, 'How
are we going to make this work?
What's the goal here?" Cadogan
said. "And the goal is the family.''
lennifer Rosario, 28, ponders
her motherhood role models
and admits she's confused. Her
mother gave up a career to raise a
family. Her aunt is a professional
with her child in day care all day.
Rosario doesn't like either
choice.
"It's about trying to find a balance, but it's hard for me to have
any role models," Rosario said. "It
seems like it's one or the other."
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today's 20- and 30-somethings
want differently.
Following the philosophy,
"do it all, just not at once," more
women — and a growing number of men — are staying at
home. Those who can't afford the
option or don't want to give up
careers are rebelling against traditional work.
Instead, young parents are
demanding flexible hours, alternative shifts or work-from-home
arrangements, even if they mean
switching careers, taking pay cuts
or starting their own companies.
"We both want more for our
children than what we got," said
Cadogan, 33, an attorney who
started her own law firm so she
wouldn't have to worry about

FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS
8PM- 11PM
$5

THE INFORMATION DESK
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Take I-75 South to Exit 161, turn left at overpass,
look for us on your left side before Findlay Ford.
419-423-2995
www.nworrp.org/haunted
NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT!

Student Union

.and don't miss the valuable coupons inside!
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OPINION
rtUrLfc ON I HE bl Ktu I
"I think the money
going to students is
a good idea, but no!
the slot machines."
LEAH HERMIUER.
Sophomore.
Communication Disorders

"[War] is inevitable."
- Gen. Ri Chan Bole, the North Korean general to ABC News' Diane Sawyer, on what
will happen if President Bush continues asking his country to "kneel", from Time.com
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Do you think the learn and Earn'program is a good idea?
"Legalize gambling?
I give it a 50/50
chance"

"I think if money
actually goes to
scholarships it would
be good"

I don't agree with

gambling"

ARIANNA BROWN.
LISAHURSEY,
Sophomore. Art

Senior. EaHy Childhood
Education

JOE SAUDER. Junior.
VCT

VISIT US AT

fc BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street' Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Voting down the wrong addictions
AMYGfiUHENWALD 'GUESTCOLUMNIST

With the upcoming election
within our grasps, I believe
that we as college students
have the greatest obligation to
get our voices heard.
In the article "Ohio 2006:
Who's it gonna be?" that was
featured in the Oct. 18 issue of
The BG News, for once people
were speaking up.
Issue 3, the amendment
more commonly known to
allow slot machines to be
placed in approved areas
around the state of Ohio as
a way to grant high school
seniors money to attend college, is an issue that I could
not support more.
We are college students. We
know the type of financial
burden thai the state of Ohio
has put upon many of us due
to the decreased funding for
higher education.
If you ask me, we should
also do whatever we can
to help the generations to
come to be able to afford a
higher education.
I lowever, some people
have decided lo make it
their fight to defeat the issue
3 amendment.
It irritates me when an
entire religious cohort begins
to make defeating this issue
their fight.
In the article, the Cleveland
Bishop Richard l.ennon
was quoted as saying "Slot
machines have been called
the 'crack cocaine' of gambling." Excuse me Bishop
l.ennon. do you really want to
take it there? Let'ssee. If I am
correct there are numerous
types of "legal" addictions
that people all over the country suffer from.

'Learn & Earn' a shot in the dark
MIKE W00DALL I GUEST COLUMNIST

After reading the Oct. IB In
FOCUS article on Issue 3.1 felt it
was necessary to give the "true"
opposition to Issue 3.
I am not just another member of a "growing Christian
Coalition." However, I am one nl
the "better informed" students
that Charlie Hiinia described
In his press release. First, it's
important to understand that
Charlie Ruma is a Columbus
area racetrack owner who is
bound to gain the most from
this amendment.
Fifty-five percent of all profits coming from the I.earn &
Farn amendment to the Ohio
Constitution will go directly
into his pocket. So of course
we can say he is biased toward
the issue.
We must also ask ourselves
why a coalition of bipartisan

Ohio leaders and community
groups are in opposition to
Issue 3 including, Senator
George Voinovich, Senator Mike
DeWine, State Auditor Betty
Montgomery, Congressman
Ted Strickland, Secretary of
State!. Kenneth Blackwell.
Governor Bob Taft, Attorney
General Jim Petro, Columbus
Mayor Michael Cnleman.The
Ohio Board of Regents, The
t lliin State University Board
of Trustees, and The Ohio
Associat ion of Chiefs of Police.
Maybe it's because this bill
will be a detriment not only to
education, but to the security
of Ohio government. By passing this hill the Ohio citizens
will make Ohio a class III
gambling state.
This will make it easier to
bring more gambling institutions into Ohio. Studies,
conducted by the group representing Issue 3, show that by
bringing in these 31,500 new
slot machines we will condemn
109,000 individuals to gambling
addiction, ruining the lives of
families, children, and even
BGSU students.
A Cleveland State University
study showed that for every
one dollar spent in gambling,
it costs three dollars for social

services, increased crime rales,
clinical help, bankruptcy, and
debt consistent with such gambling.
Therefore. Ohio will be losing
;r significant amount of money
by enacting such an amendment. Making this a constitutional amendment is very scary.
The Ohio Constitution is no
place for the establishment of a
mostly tax-free private monopoly for a handful of casino owners
who will receive the majority of
the profiis.
Not to mention that the bill
will not put a dime into the
General Fund of Ohio. I his
hurts the funding for all establishments, institutions, and
improvements for Ohio.
As well, the bill states that
"no future fees or taxes can
be applied to or levied against
gross slot machine revenue or
the amounts wagered or tinproceeds of the other games
authorized.''
Ibis leaves Ohio helpless
from collecting a dime of revenue from these organizations
in the future.
State issue 3's advertisements are misleading and offer
false promises. The Columbus
Dispatch and the Cleveland
Plain Dealer reported that the
estimates of the amount of
money to be brought in by the
program are less than 60 percent of what was reported.
The top five percent of Ohio
students will qualify for tuition
grants for twelve years. I lowever,
they must accrue credits to get
them by completing advance
placement classes, participating
in non-profit groups, etc.
You must ask yourself who
will keep track of these credits?
Will it be the teachers who are
already so burdened to date?
As well, this places an
unfunded mandate on those
located in poorer, more urban
areas, which are already having a hard enough time getting
funds and teaching reading and
writing—let alone Advanced
Placement programs.
Did I mention that you must
stay in school in Ohio? Most students in the top five percent of
schools will be going out of state.
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"This bill will be a
detriment not only
to education, but to
the security of the
Ohio government."
I lome-schooled students need
not apply for any type of scholarship — you are not welcome.
the Ohio lottery was the last
amendment to be passed of this
kind regarding gambling. They
made the same promises as this
for K-12 education. I lowever, the
Ohio Lottery continues to lose 2
billion dollars a year.
Studies also show that this
Learn & Barn amendment
will decrease money given to
education by the Lottery Profits
Fducation Fund by 27 to 35 million dollars annually. Are ive
willing to sacrifice K-12 education for higher education?
Maybe the most important
issue that we must discuss is
that there are no guarantees on
when the scholarships will be
paid and how much they will be
worth per student.
Their numbers arc based
on an unrealistic increase of
Ohio's population and median
income growth. If casinos are
shut down, affected by natural
disaster, or closed due lo financial crisis there is no guarantee
for scholarships.
therefore, every parent
wini put all their trust in this
program loses, and more
importantly the child loses
too. Mas anyone ever heard of
an "accredited high school?"
Neither have I, because there is
no such thing.
However, only students at
"accredited high schools" will
be recognized for this program.
This issue is absolutely ridiculous and makes no guarantees
to students, parents, or schools.
I urge all students to look
more carefully, and past the
million dollar advertisements,
and actually look at the effects
this will have on students.
Mite WoocM Senior. USGAtLaige
Senna, rmoodalPbgsuedu.

Why are you not out there
trying to prevent the means
of those addictions from
being readily available to
their victims?
People have addictions
to alcohol. Should we ban
that? People love watching
pornography late at night on
their University sponsored
cable. Why isn't the Bishop
fighting that?
Oh. ill am correct the
United States has a constantly growing problem
with obesity which man)
would say is caused by an
addiction to food. Bishop
Lennon...would you like to
ban fast food restaurants?
We as Americans fight the
government all the time on
issues related to them making decisions about how we
should live our lives.
We cannot sit back and
watch as the government
decides to ban things that
many people find enjoyable,
even if others have a problem.
1 remember in high school
always being so mad when
an entire class got punished
for the actions of a few class
clowns. If you ask me, that is
exactly what people such as
Voinovich and Bishop l.ennon
are trying to do. lust because
Mime people might have a
problem, the rest of us are
being punished by having
such a ban on slot machines.
The only difference is
that slot machines are readily available in surrounding
Mules and even Canada.
Instead of having to travel to
Michigan and Windsor to play
some slots, why not make it
available in Ohio?
I hai in turn would allow
the revenue to help support
high school seniors that want

"There are numerous

types of legal'
addictions that
people all over the
country suffer from"
to further their education.
This issue would not only
provide millions of dollars
every year to deserving Ohio
high school graduates for the
chance to go to college, but
also it would provide nearly
56,000 jobs in an already stagnant job pool.
I know many college
students today do not see
the positive aspects of this
amendment because it does

not directly benefit them.
Look at it from a different
perspective. No, this will not
affect our college educations,
and yes we will still have to
bear the financial burden of
furthering our education. But
think about your siblings,
nieces, nephews, cousins.
Think about your children.
If I can be proactive in the
fight to make sure my future
children are grained the
opportunity to attend college and better their lives,
sign me up.
We need to be thinking
about the general ions to
come. 1 am not going to tell
you who to vote for because
honestly that is not my right.
1 will say that I think we
should all take a few steps
back and look at how this
can benefit the state of Ohio
as a whole.
Amy Grwenwakl. Junior. Social Work
agrunenQbgsuedu.

Lack of school spirit is embarrassing

School spirit — what is it. what
does it take to have it, and why
do we need it?
Let's start with the obvious;
school spirit is the amount
of support that you show for
your school.
That's right, this is your school.
You are paying for the uniforms
the football players are wearing,
the hockey team, and even the
volleyball team. Your tuition is
paying for those things.
Every year, you put about
fifteen thousand dollars into the
college, and some of that money
goes into the budget for sports.
From the uniforms to the pads,
you are paying for them. Why
not go out there and show the
teams your support.
Our football team has won
four out of seven games — hardly a winning season — but they
are still having a winning season.
Back home, the average
season record for the Bryan
High School football for my first
three years of school was two
and eight. Two wins out of ten
games. Not a very good record,

LAREN WEBER, EXECUTIVE EDITOR
ANDREA SLIVKA. MANAGING EDITOR
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but nonetheless, every week the
students of BUS were out there
cheering on the team.
And it was not until my senior
year that I really got into the fun
and excitement of cheering on
the football team. 1 got out there
with a purple and gold cape, and
a massive purple flag with a gold
'B' on it.
Me and about fifteen other
upper classmen were out in
the end zone when the team
stormed the field and ran with
them with our capes, flags, and
Bryan ( iolden Bear attire on.
That year, the team had a five
and five season — the best season they had in fifteen years.
Now, it may seem conceited
to think that I and fourteen other
people helped them, but 1 really
think that we did. This year, there
are no capes, no flags, and no
storming the field with the team,
and no wins this season.
Having School spirit is teally
easy. All you have to do is go out.
get some orange and brown
clothing, preferably BGSU stuff,
not the Cleveland Browns, let's
not go there.
Get some orange and brown
face paint, wigs, magnets and
decals for your car. Or, if you
have an extra $35 dollars laying around, get a BGSU license
plate from the DMV Then, any-

body who is tailgating you on
the road will know that you are
a fan of BGSU.
I have seen some BGSU
Alumni with more school spirit
than the current students. To me,
that says a lot about the amount
of support the students are
giving the sports teams. Some
people ask me, "Why do you
support your school so much?"
Simply put, I pay for the privilege
of going to one of the finest universities in Ohio. Why wouldn't I
show my support?
I realize I already answered
my final question earlier in the
article, but just to reiterate the
point, we need support to show
the athletes on the field, on the
court, or on the ice, that we support them and the University
that they represent They are
sometimes the closest thing we
have to representatives outside
of this state.
Again, by supporting the athletes we are showing our support
for the entire University, not just
the team. So go out there and get
some orange and brown stuff on.
Correction, burnt orange and
seal brown, the official school
colors. leave the Cleveland
Browns stuff in the closet
Senrf comments to Andrei Herman at
hefrrwna@bgsu.edu.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc
to be fewer than 500 words These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to th*news@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column' Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
priming All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Don't exclude third
party candidates from
debates, coverage
Libertarians believe individuals should be free to do
whatever they wish their
person or property, as long as
they do not Infringe on the
same liberty of others.
Many of my peers seem to
agree with this principle, so
I am extremely distressed
I he BG News did not include
the Libertarian candidate
for Governoi. Kill Pierce, in

Wednesday's paper, in fa< t.
there are toni candidates for

Ohio Governor and The BG
Newsonrj covered two,
The media's favorite two
candidates, Strickland and
Hlackwell. work together to
ensure that Ohioans do not
get the chance to hear from
Kill Pierce (Libertarian), and
Hob Pitrakis (Green).
A debate was held Vug. JI
in Westen ille, sponsored
by the Westervflle Chamber
oi Commerce.
All four candidates were
originally invited, hut following pressure from Strickland
and Hlackwell. Pierce and
Pitrakis were uninvited, and
the "debate" continued with
onlj half the candidates.
Bill Pierce held his own
conference on that same
night across the street any
way. This was not an iso
lated even)
The Democratic and
Republican parties ol Ohio
have stacked the deck
against other Candid,lies
so badly that because ol
Ohio law. Hill Pierce will not
appear on the ballot with

his party, Libertarian, next
to his name. Instead, the lav.
requires his name to appear
with "Independent" instead
oi i Ibertarlan.
I encourage everyone
to vote lor whomever they
wish, hut please don't vote
without knowing about all
the candidates and it is up
to each person m seek out
this information,
No longer rail we depend
on the media In pruv ide
us with all the information necessary lo make
informed decisions
1 would like to remind

readers of the incident
that occurred during the
'Presidential Debates" that
took place during 20011 hat
was ha rely reported.
Inside Arizona State
University, Hush and Kerr)
debated their issues on
stage, Inn outside, the
other two presidential candidates, Michael Kadnarik
(Libertarian), and l).i\ id
Cobb (Green), stood outside the police barricade at

the entrance.
Those two IHi so strongly
about their right lo he heard

Todays word(s): better know a president

thai thej Ion ed their way
through the barricade and
were promptly arrested and
taken to jail in an ad of civil
disobedience. Vote Wisely

.

has also produced comic talents
such as Mo RoCCa, Sieve ( aicll
(llielorty Ycai'OldVirgini. andnl
i Dime, Stephen ( olbefl himself
[he Colbert Report, which jusl
celebrated us one yearanruvei
sin, is nvittvpaiodv ofhosl
centered news shows, sue b as Hill
(I'Hcillv (whom (iilln'ri lovingly
lelcisioas I'apa Hear").With
features like" Tip of ihe I Ial Wig
of the Finger,"* The rhreatdown,"
.uui' I he Wind.' I honc^ilv
c (insider The Rcpon to be the
funniest, most intelligent show
on television today. While both
of these shows are hilarious and
entertaining to watch, the best
pan is lhat no one is sale I hey
call out everyone in politics, he
iheni Democrat or Republican,

Al.EMHWETHEKN
^MjIPINKMOiUMNISI

Mark Hosterman, Senior,
mhoster9bgu4.edu
Forget 'fair-weather'
fans, why can't we just
be sports fans?
\s i sat in my dorm yesterday reading the letter to
the I ditOt regarding everyone suddenly becoming a
Tigers Ian. I became very
aggravated
I, too. have received
criticism from friends about
being a fair-weather fan,
rooting foi a different team
ever) game.
My favorite American
I eague Ml H team is tin- New
York Yankees, My favorite
National I eague MI H team
is the Chicago Cubs. (How
can you possibly call me a
fair-weather fan when I love
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Ihese days, ii seems lhat everyone has an opinion on what is
happening on Washington. I Ine
does not have lo look larlolind
si™ ial commentary in every day
fife. Yet some very unexpected
players arc making a big stand
this election season.
Who would have ever guessed
that the smartest wittiest political
commentary can be found on..
Corned) CeruraBlwoshowsin
particular. Ion Stewarts I he I laiK
Show and its popular spin-off
(he Colbert Report (pronounced
"Hepor." the'T is silent) have got a
lui to say lately, and Washington
is taking notice,
i he Daily Show, currently
celebrating Its tenth year on
television, is a news show with
a humorous spin. Lead by the
dream) Ion Stewart, the show

liberal oi conservalivi
I think one of the first signs
lhat people weie beginning In

take a more serious note oi these
shows came last spring, when
Stephen Colbert, popular host ol
Hie Colbert Report was invited
lospeakal theWashingion Press
Corps dinner. I could nevei
figure Out whose idea il was to

invite him, as he wittily called out
everyone from fbnj snow and
lusticeScaliatoKad Rove and
ihet ommaiiclei In Chief himself. Who can forget ihe scathing

comment he made comparing
ihe Bush administration to the
Hindetlberg? "'Ihis administration is not sinking this admin

isoanon is soaring! If anything
they are rearranging the deck
c hairs on ihe I lindenlierg!"
In addition » Colbert's infamous speech, both The Report
and I he Daily show are becoming important Stops on the cam
paign trail. Someol Ihe biggest
names in politics, including Bill
□Inton, Madeline Albright, John
\shc icitt. and numerous house
representatives I personally am
anxiousf) waiting to see Robin
Weirauch represent thefightin'
fifth on t oiheiTsiniii hundred
and thirty five pan series "Bettet
know a District i routine!) visit
the show. I particularly enjoyed
President Clinton's stint on
Slew ails "Seal of Heal." when

dacy In 2006.
Speaking of speculation
regarding me 2006 presidential
elections, the idea of a siewart/
((ilhert run seems lo he picking
up momentum. Now, lam not
going-logo on the record as supporting this (I am already i iffk ial
lv rjrxHrrg the former I irst Lad)
and current Senator, \k Rodham
Clinton) but Stewart/Colbert
shirts and othei merchandise
available on the internet area

huge hit In Fact the Stewart/
Colbert team serin lo have more
support than an) ol die real poli
ticianswhoniay be considering
throwing then hats into the ring.
Chances are, both Stewart and

(blberi will slick to what they
do best and keep making quality
television. But one thing is foi
sure. Regardless ol who runs in
200ft i omedy Central's dream
team will likelv have a lot tosa)
about the election and i bet man)
of us will be listening. And that's
the word!

the former leadet was asked

5«K7cc

ahoul a possible llill.uv candi-

the Cubs?)
I am an avid sports Ian.
baseball in particular.
I've watched just ahoul
every game oft lie playoffs,
even after the Yankees were
eliminated.
Atiei the Yankees were
eliminated, I began rooting
leu the Tigers.
Are the) mv favorite team
now? i ertainl) not. I am a
fan ol the sport ol baseball.
I began rooting for the
I igers liec ause they heat my
Yankees.
\s i always do, out of
respect lor the team that
eliminated my favorite team.
I will loot lot them die rest ol

the playoffs,
I do this, because, in my
mind, if the I igers eventual!)
win theWorid Sciies, ii will
make the Yankees look good
because llicv losi to iheeventual champions.
I'm not an avid I igers fan.
will not buy their apparel,
and will mil be rooting for
them day in and day out
next season.
I am a Ian ol baseball,
and wish well on the ligeis
because they beat my
Yankees.
So. lo all of those people
who hate fair-weather fans,
lake a siep hack, and ask
yoursell it thai fan is just a
tan oi the sport.
You'll see me cheering for
the I igers next week, but
don't call trie a fail-weal her
Ian.
I am a lanol the sport of
baseball, and a fan of great
Competition in general.

Dude,
H
we lived at
Copper Beech...
I

Mike Gardner, l reshman,
.s/>m/ Management,
gardenemQ bgsu.edu.

...we would have
peace and quiet
"True Separation" soundproofing system

...because flowers
never felt so good

Spacious bedrooms
Free high-speed Internet
connection
Free cable
Full-size dishwasher
Available furnished
or unturnished
Full-size private bathrooms
& one powder room

Copper Beech Clubhouse
Large capacity washer
& dryer
No parking worries
Garbage disposal
Built-in microwave

y

Sweetest Day is Tomorrow...

October 21st

(opper ¥>eech
'
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COMMUNITIES, 111'

2057 Napoleon Htl • 419-353-3300
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SIDELINES
BGSU vs. CENTRAL MICHIGAN

>', Vs
SCHEDULE
TODAY
Hockey:
at Providence: 7:05 p.m.
Volleyball:

11

H

BRANDON HEISS

Women's Tennis:

'HE BG NEWS

GOIN' DOWN: Diyral Briggs makes a tackle against Central Michigan Thursday night

Men's Soccer:
■

Tough Loss

Women's Soccer:

TOMORROW
Hockey:
at Boston College; 7:05 p.m.
Volleyball:
at Akron; 7 pin.

Defeated on the road (31-14)

Men's Soccer:

A struggle al
the way for
Falcons

at IPFW. I p.m.
Swimming:
at Cincinnati. 1 p.m.
BRANDON HEISS

SUNDAY
Women's Soccer:

ENDZONE:

>

scores a touchdown m the second quarter aqamsl Central Michigan Thursday

OUR CALL
Quote of the Week
"I don't hesitate to make
changes That's just who I
am. I like things to go a certain way. and if. they dont.
I normally do something
about it.
-Dennis Green, following the
firing of his offensive coordinator, a clear distraction of
what is really happening in
Arizona (sinking ship).

BRANDON HEISS
STUFFED:

Falcons fight
hard, but to no
avail

By JohnTurntr

By Colin Wilson

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

MX PLEASANT, Mich. -Coming
out ofthe locker room at half-time,
the I alcons were riding high cm a
wave nl momentum after pulling
the game within three before the
half
"At hall-time uc really thought
we were going tu win tire I'IHXIKIII
game," Brandon said. "I've never
-ecu a lii'tici locker room at halftime since I've been coaching
here."
It didn't take long for the pendulum of momentum to suing hack
in tlie favor or Central Michigan,
as thc\ remained undefeated in
the Mid-American Conference by

MT. PLEASANT, Mich. — Two big
plays at the heginning and the end
of the game doomed BGSU. The
stan was rough for the defense,
but they smoothed tilings out and
kept the Falcons in the game.
Central Michigan's first play tram
scrimmage was a 44-yard romp
by Ontario Sliced, his first touchdown mi the year. It followed the
momentum ofthe opening kickoif
which was a 50-yard reium l>y Eric
Frasier.
The short week seemed as if it
had worn on the Falcons After
a defensive touchdown a couple
of drives later, the Chippewas

See GAME | Page/

See PLAYERS | Page 7

•■ rGNEWS

>.;IBncja,s(ricjht) tackle Central Michigan quairerbacl Thursday night.

The List
The BG News gives their
choice for the five best QBs
in the nation at this point in
the college season:

1. Troy Smith: Well
he's pretty good. How good7
Running away with the
Heisman good. Leaving very
few doubters.

Hockey team strives to break
into the national picture
By Chay» Held

2. Tyler Palko: Even
though Pitt is extremely
overrated. Palko has 17 TDs
and 1661 yards going into
the Rutgers game
3. Chad Henne: Yea
I said it. He's played well all
year, playing fetch with great
receivers is harder than it
looks.(below)
4. ErikAinge: This guy
has the Vols beleiving in an
SEC title He's also related
to the great Danny Ainge.
Enough said.

5. John David
Booty: He hasn't singlehandedly won or lost a game

[he BGSU hockej team will be
looking to keep their slate clean
ibis weekend .is they lace two
Hockej i ast i onference powers
in Providence tonight and topranked Boston College tomorrow,
Alter a solid stan al home last
weekend, BG l 0 I] looks to push
forward into college hockey's
national picture Hie lalcons' Hist
road trip ofthe season will provide
alesl for just thai.
"li should be a good test hn
our team to see where we're al,"
said defense-man Kevin Schmidt
"Obviously, we're looking to win
every game and compete everj
night"
Ihe last meeting between a BG
squad and the No I team In the
country was in 2000 when they

"We know it's stiff competition with them
coming from the Hockey East and being
highly ranked."
■

hosted Michigan State, liisl \eai

Boston i bOege defeated BGal the
Ice Arena 9-6.
I he I alcons lead the series with
Providence l-:i.wilhthclasl meeting coming In L'txi-i in which the
I riars skated awaj with a 3-2 win.
We know it's still competition with them coming from (he
Hockey East and being highly
ranked." said Defense-men Ftuss
Sinkewich, These Igames] are big
tin oui confidence going into the
conference season"

Much ofBGb success this week

end will hinge on the plaj ol the
defense that showed promise
in lasi weekend's opening contest- against Connecticut and
Alabama-HuntsvUle. The Falcons
surrendered onl\ 45 shots in the
two contests (17 vs. UConn and 26
VS. UAH), l.isl season alone they
allowed III* shots in a single game
on lour different occasions.
"We need to Ire mentally
tough," Sinkewich said, "\\'c nerd
in cut out the turnovers and oddSee HOCKEY I Page 7

competition alive
By Chris Voloschuk
Reporter

I HI $150 a year, members of
BGSU's women's club volleyball team can continue to
play the sport they love and
recapture the competitiveness
they experienced on the high
school level.
Tomaintain that competitive
fire, the team practices twice a
week In the Eppler building,
sharing equipment with the
men's dub team, as there is no
funding from the school. They
use their membership fee, as
well as fuiulraising, to pay for
I he season.
Like most other club teams,
they recruit in a variety of ways.
These ways include a yearly
table at Campus Fest, flyers
posted all over campus and the
dorms, sending e-mails, hang-

ing out at intramural games
and word of mouth. As a club
sport, exposure is a little bit
harder to come by.
And yet, no matter what
the practice facilities, amount
of funds raised or number of
new girls in uniform, this team
wins. They have posted winning records in each of the last
four years, and just last season
went 80-14, due largely to frequent trips to the finals of their
tournaments.
At the National tournament,
held in Salt Lake City, Utah,
last April, BG finished in ninth
place out of a field of 60 teams
from colleges all over the country.
Based on the success of
last year, the team is getting
noticed more than in the past,
See ALIVE I Page 7

and his stats speak for
themselves. Hopefully he'll
show up Brady Quinn later

Men's club lacross wins first tournament championship

this year.
Kevin Bc-rger
Rep

1 he lt( .si 1 men's club lacrosse
team competed In its first
tournament ol the year ami
won iis first tournament
championship. The lacrosse
team traveled to De Kalb,
Ml. Tor the Northern Illinois
University 1 all 1 lassie on Oct.
11-15,
rhej steamrolled through.
the competition to win
them the \m Fall Classic

( hampionship,
" Thiswinishiigcloi ourpro-

gram," coat h Cory Kirkland
said. "It is a big confidence
boost for our freshmen, who
played a huge roll in the tournament w iii."
First they took tin Western
Illinois beating them with a
scoreof 12-3. The second game
pilled ihe lalcons against
Michigan lech who they heat
15-5. Tor the championship
game, BG look on Northern
Michigan and pulled OUI B

"The win helped Max
gain the confidence
that we need in the
goal."
Cory Kirkland | Coach
close win of 6-4.
One of the freshmen
Kirkland mentioned, who had
a big role in the win, was goalie Max Weldon.

Weldon was named MVP of
the tournament for his superior play.
"The win helped Max gain
the confidence that we need in
the goal," Kirkland said.
Weldon feels that this win
will only help the team in the
future.
"It was our first tournament," Weldon said. "I hope
that this is just a sign of more
to come."
Kirkland, Weldon. and the
rest of team hopes this win

can carry them into their next
tournament, the annual Falcon
Cup.
"The team needed a big win
like this to help us gain confidence going into this weekend
for the Falcon Cup," Kirkland
said.
This win encourages them as
they move into conference play
in the spring semester against
their NCLL opponents. With
talented young players, anything is possible
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and Ihe number of girls trying
out for ihc team went up significantly from a year ago.
According io team president
and defensive specialist Trish
Young, the success should continue this year.
"We have a real strong team
coming back." Young said. "Our
entire A team is returning.
Everyone works hard at practice
and will be ready to play."
The season hasn't even started
yet, but the players haveclear-cut
goals in mind. Bonnie Schwartz,
who plays outside hitter on the
A team, already has her mind
set on the National tournament being held in Louisville,
Kentucky, this coming spring.
"I would love to place in the
topthreeat Nationals," Schwartz
said. "Also, I want the team to
trust each other in everything
we do."
Kari Bloom, the A team's middle blocker, also wants to work
for more team unity.
"I hope we can be the best
we can be and perform well at
Nationals," Bloom said.
Success at Nationals is very
important to this team, and with
two strong teams returning for
this season, a strong finish is
very possible.
But competition is only the tip
of the iceberg for this club. For
the players on this team, membership has its benefits, and
those benefits go well beyond
the court.
For starters, club volleyball is
seen by some as a way to get
involved at BG. It can also present opportunities to take on
challenges and responsibilities
that could help out after graduation. Young has taken on that

said. "I make sure that all individual paperwork is turned in
to the Perry Field House office,
as well as making sure the girls
follow the rules and have rides
to the tournaments. Sometimes
when the coach can't make it to
practice, I'll make sure the practice still runs.
The next membership perk is
the travel. The team rarely plays
tournaments at BG, so they hit
the road quite a bit to play. And
going to Nationals every spring
is a big part of the fun. The players use their yearly fees as well as
out of pocket cash to help chip
in for gas and pay for food on
the road.
Something the level of competition and all the travel has
brought to this team is possibly
the most important perk of being
in this club, friendship and the
people you meet. According to
Young, making a different group
of friends helps draw people
to the club, and this particular
team gets along well together on
and off the court.
For Bloom, meeting new
people both on the team and
elsewhere has been rewarding.
The ability to meet some of the
best players from other parts of
Ohio has been one of the most
rewarding parts about playing.
BG's women's club volleyball
team doesn't have the greatest
facilities to work with, or even
a lot of funding, but their popularity is growing, and they do
have some things that mean a
lot more than a check or a pile of
new equipment.
The team presents a way to get
involved at school, They get to
play the sport they love and may
have been missing since leaving
high school, and they can travel
to different parts of Ohio as well
as other states to play against
stiff, skilled competition. And
most importantly, they get to

responsibility.

make lasting friendships.

"As president I take care of a
lot of the technicalities," Young

"The best part about playing
for this team is all the people you

HOCKEY
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man rushes. We know |BC and
Providence] are quick ;uid strong
and we need to finish our checks."
Leading the attack for the
Falcons on offense is forward
Derek Whitmore, who is coming
off a four point weekend, and forward lonathan Matsumoto, who
Rforded a hat trick against Boston
College in last year's loss.
The Falcons will be going into
the weekend with the confidence
thai they can compete.

GAME
From Page 6

bearing RC3I-I4.
"It jusf seemed like a calamity in
the second half," Brandon said.
The Chippcwas (5-3. 5-01 got
out to an early 17-0 lead, but die
second quarter belonged to the

Neons,

The tides turned in BG's favor
when running Ixtck Chris Bullock
returned to the lineup in die second quarter after sitting out for
first while being disciplined for a
team matter. Bullock led the team

BGNEWS College Football pick'em

INDIANA (* OHIO STATE
OSU 42. Indiana 17: lake the best player
Indiana has ever had at any position, make
them 21 and line them up against OSU
- theyll still lose

of! OSU (ans and can't do it by beating their
team so they pay ESPNU to *r the game
instead

Nebraska 28. Te«as 27. Having trouble
deciding which ol these teams is

Te.as 58. Nebraska 10 I hate
Nebraska, they stopped the single-

less overrated. Ill give the edge to
Nebraska

greatest miracle in 7-5 football last
season The Beau Bridges lookalike(Bill Callahan) can eat my shorts

OSU 41 Indiana 6: This game is being
shown on ESPNU? That's like when

OSU 4S. Indiana 10 Since a writeup
is not needed. I m gonna take this

"Office Space" is on Comedy Central
Yeah, you'll watch it. but would it kid
any ol us to see a couple "0 laces7

opportunity to announce John Turnet
■s the sports editor and he has the
worst record1

Texas 51. Nebraska I7;0h«) State
should be tha4tul it experienced the
Colt McCoy Eta at its earliest stages
Su touchdown passes last week7
!ill looks like a turd, though

Texas 28. Nebraska 17 Texas is too big
and bad for the Coinhuskers. Ohio
should be happy we got
them early *\ the season theyre looking a little more polished now

K>WAC* MICHIGAN
Michigan 51. Iowa 10 W.th

Michigan 24. Iowa 6 The word on

Northwestern. Indiana and Bal
State on the horizon, the toad to an

the street is that Iowa is planning on
bringing etght QBs to Ann Arbor
alter watching the Peon State game

undefeated mathup with OSU in one
month ts being paved

Michigan 51. Iowa 20 Iowa losing to
Indiana was the biggest upset since

Michigan 54 'owa I? Indiana beat
Iowa, thai might be one of the most

Louden beat Shute at the end ol "Vision
Quest' Sorry lor ruining an ending but

ridiculous things that has happened so
far this season (I'm quitely rooting lor

you should have alieady watched this

UM until Nov. 18)

GEORGIA TECH-CLEMSON
Gemson 24. Georgia Tech '<■
hate bees. Brandon Heiss birthday

Georgia Tech 27. Clemson 25 Ryan.
I'm going to get you with this pick.

Clemson 27 Georga Tech 20 Fob I'm 26-8
and comng ol a 6-0 week II you use my

Clemson 40. Georgia Tech.'

is coming up. he would love a Schtck

I promise Here's your tip. Calvin

Ouattto

Johnson is coming off a week's rest.

predictions to make some cash, thats fine But
this is like an open bar Yeak you can dmk (or

of the season, but their offense can
■ ome points on the board

■ Clemson at the beginning

free, but eventually you should start tipping

RUTGERS * PITTSBURGH
Pittsburgh 50. Rutgers 28 Pitts strength

Rutgers 24. Pittsburgh 25 Tyler Palko

Rutgers 50. Pittsburgh 27 H " ■

Rutgers 28. Pittsburgh 20 I'm loving the

o( schedule ts an absolute (oke. with

goes nto haHtime up 250 and takes a

can box women. Rutgers should be

thet only loss comng at the hands ol
Michigan State - yes, it ts amazing that

dump, reads The BG News and sees his
name ■> The List, gets frustrated that

allowed to stay undefeated It's only fat

underdog in tins one. Rutgers has a running back by the name ol Bnan Leonard

the Spartans have won a game this year

hes number 2 and loses the game

"They scored on (hefirsi play.

downfieid with six rushes for a total
of 42 yards on the drive, which led
to Turner hitting Freddie Barnes in
the end zone from six yards out for
BG's first score.
After a three-and-out from
|CMU, the Falcons came hack
with a 14 play, 55 yard touchdown
drive to gain the momentum and
silence Chippewa faithful. Turner
completed an 18-yard pass to
Kenneth Brantley on third and
long, and then a 19-yard completion to Freddie Barnes on fourth
and long to keep the chains moving.
The drive was capped off by
la one-vard TD nin from Barnes,

OSU 42. Indiana 15 Indiana wants to piss

TEXAS (-NEBRASKA

at the half.

Manned ahead to make it 14-0.
The Chippewas took advantage of good field position from
a nine-yard Alonso Kojas punt to
make the score 17-0.
That would be all the
(:hippewas would do for a while
though. The BG pass rush was
relentless throughout the rest of
the first half, giving CMU quarterback Dan LeFevour all the
pressure he could handle, The
Falcons would bring it to 17-14

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

but then the defense settled down
and we knew it was a four quarter
ball game," said Devon I'arks.
I in1 third quartet was the
same. Parks picked up his sixth
and seventh sticks of the year
on consecutive plays, When the
dust setiletl.it was still 17-14after
three quarters.
"We were slopping dieir nin
game patty good, so we knew
then we had to get after them
with our pass rush. I arks said.
ilie fourth quarter had dinerent implications for the Falcons.

which brought die score to 17-1-1
In favor of CMU,
In the second half, ii looked
as (hough (he Falcons 14-4, 3-21
were ready to take die lead, but
the (Ihippcwa defense had other
ideas, and the lalcons were
unable to find die end zone for die
remainder of the game.
"We had our chances, we definitely had our chances offensively," Brantley said Chris Bullock
gained 91 yards on 20 carries for
(lie litlcons, while Turner chip|icd
in for 40 rush yards as well.
Turner completed 16-of-29
passes for 187. but thaw an interception in the first quarter that

andheisonebqoWe He wll give the
Pitt defense some trouble on Saturday

Alter a missed field goal, (All!
put together another drive that
ate up 5:36 off the clock and
scored to make it 31-14 with 3:57
logo.
"We just shoot ourselves in the
foot on both sides of the ball and
make loo many mistakes right
now in lie a contender* said BG
coach Gregg Brandon. "We talk

about contender/pretender and
wen' not a contender."
After snatching the momentum from the Chippewas, BG

gave up 137 passing yards in the
fourth quarter and ultimately
paid for it.

was run back for a touchdown by
(AIM

The leading rm'ivei was ( ore\
Partridge with five catches for 63
yards. Barnes also contributed five
catches for 43 yards and a touchdown.
Despite the loss, Brandon was
encouraged l>y (he playof his team.
Nonetheless, he realizes (hat Ulis
squad may not yet be prepared to
finish these types of contests.
"I think our kids showed a lot
of courage and determination out
there today;" Brandon said. "We
had a chance to win a itxitball
game, I just don't think we're ready
for a game like this."

DADRONCUMMINGS

VICTORIOUS: Indiana quarterback Mien Lewis (IS) reacts with fans after Indiana
defeated Iowa 31 - 28 in a College football game m Bloomington Ind

Indiana faces OSU
By Rusty Miller
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS, Ohio — If
Indiana has any chance to
upset top-ranked Ohio Sine,
quarterback Kellen Lewis must

have the game of his life.
Thai's not saying all that
much, since the redshirt freshman is just 19.
I cwis, out of lacksonville.
Ila„ already has led three
game-winning fourth-quar-

ter drives this season and has
brought the Hoosiers hack
from deficits of 14 points or
more on three occasions.
Indiana (4-3,2-1 Big ten] has
won its las) two games, including a big upset of then-No. 15
[owa last week.
iiis reduced the negative
plays, the mistakes," coach
Terry lloeppner said of the

comparisons between I ewis
in August and what he's done
so lai thisseason. "All of a sudden the things thai were a blur

GREEN BRIAR, INC. FALL '07 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
352-0717

•

4451-.Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43412 • www.greenbriarrentals.com

LEASING BEGINS OCT. 24TH
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS & FACULTY

The BG News has 1 spring opening for a qualified
student to work in part-time selling

InTERilET JERVKEj
$

only

2995

• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours
• Fun atmosphere

NO PHONE LINE REQUIRED
LIMITED AREA SETUP FEE'S APPLY

Perferred Candidates
• So. or Jr. Marketing

I0MPUTER REPAIRS

or I PC major
• Own transportation

* VIRUS PROTECTION AND REMOVAL, SPYWARE REMOVAL'

Nationwide Dial-up - High Speed
Dial-up - High Speed DSL
■ Broadband Over Powerline
• Website Hoatlng
■ Website Development

Benefits of the Job
• Real World Experience
• Resume Builder

HIGH SPEED DSL
"PROUD
TO BE PART
OF YOUR
SUCCESS"

Got Sweet Skills?

• Detail oriented
• Interested in advertising

419.352.3568

or sales career

or signup online at

www.dacor.net
519 W»t Wooitor Suit* 1

unnsoETni

I0NTH

Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available
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WEEKEND PLANS
FRIDAY
The Collision Party
at Club Bijou in Toledo is
slated to be "the biggest
college party of the year."
Alpha Phi Alpha and Pi
Kappa Phi are presenting
the shindig. Tickets are only
available through select
fraternties.

Sweet emotions
An in depth discovery of Sweetest Day
By Sarah Moor*
Reporter

The Student Loan
atttempt to cheer up Grumpy
Dave's Pub tonight. The
bluegrass-rock hybrid goes on
at 1O.30 p.m. $5 at the door.

Terror at the
Westwood adds some
live music to its montrous
mix. The Ralph. OH haunted
attraction will feature bands
Hot Love and the Dumb-Easies
tonight. $12 gets you access to
everything.

tJKtttesV"
Oca]

v/^

SATURDAY

Global Friendship
Picnic promises food,
music and games courtesy
of the World Student
Association The free picnic
starts at 1:00 p.m. on the
lawn by the education
building

Karoake and
Pumpkin Carving
if this free Black Swamp Pub
hootenanny doesn't get you

Gt+ VMX.V

own

It's that time of year again! The
rime for smothering that special someone with gifts such
as roses, candy and love notes.
Some may cringe at the thought
while heading for the nearest
exit, and some may immediately run to the nearest card shop.
Although the description
sounds very similar to the midmonth festivity in February
known as Valentine's Day, it is
actually the holiday of Sweetest
Day that is being described.
Celebrated every third
Saturday in the month of
October (Oct. 21 of this year),
Sweetest Day is an Ohio-bred
event. It was originated in 1922
by a candy company employee, known as Herbert Birch
Kingston, from Cleveland. Oliio.
Kingston's original intentions for
the day were to make underprivileged individuals that were
seemingly forgotten by society
— like orphans and shut-ins
— feel wanted and appreciated.
With support from family and
friends, Kingston handed out
candy, along with other small
gifts, to these neglected people.
This designated day is primarily observed in the Northeast and
Great Lakes region of the country. Ohio remains the top state
in participation, with Michigan
and Illinois close behind.

Although Sweetest Day began
as a day to show everyone how
much they are appreciated, it
seems to have become a romantic occasion throughout the
modem years. Due to this trend,
one group in particular tends to
feel left out on the day that was
originally meant to rid out the
feeling of inadequacy: the single
individuals of the work).
Sophomore Jacie Fien, is a
member of that very group. She
feels as if the day is more or less
a "Hallmark" holiday. "I think
you can say 'I love you' any day
of the year," she said. In relation
to Valentine's Day, Fien feels as
if the two days are extremely
similar by way of letting a person know how much they are
loved. However, she might feel
differently if she was currently
in a relationship. "1 mean I know
it's still a Hallmark holiday, but
at least I could be with someone
and feel whatever everyone else
feels,'' she said.
On the other side of the
spectrum, there are those
that are in a relationship. Take
engaged University student
Ryan McDermott, whose feelings toward Sweetest Day have
recently dwindled. "1 used to
think it was a really great day
to do something for your significant other, but ever since
sophomore year of high school
See SWEETEST! Page 9

in the Halloween spirit, then
you're probably a grown-up.
From 8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

XTtm&p.

Trey Anastasio gives
our corner of Ohio a miss,
but he'll play at the Michigan
Theatre in Ann Arbor
tonight. The Phish guitarist
will go on at 7:30 p.m. Tickets
are $38.50.

SUNDAY

It s in the stars: Daily horoscopes for Oct. 20,2006
By Linda Black
MCT

The Plot to Blow
Up the Eiffel Tower
bids Bowling Green their
final farewell tonight with
some help from indie
prodigees the Cold War Kids

Aries (March 21-April 19) You
get impatient with people who
are all talk and no action, lake
notes, to stay awake.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) You
like to have a nice treasure
hidden away for the future.
Stash a fortune.
Gemini (May 21-Iune-21)
Your outlook is more optimistic, with or without good

reasons. As you may have
noticed by now. reasons
don't make the difference.
Cancer (lune 22-July 22) If
countries could work together,
like families do, peace would
have a chance. Start at home.
Leo duly 23-Aug. 22) You're
impatient to get started but
first you need a plan. Do
the research..
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) A
splash of color does wonders
for a dull and boringarea. New

technology helps a lot, too.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) You're
creativebut impatient. Luckily,
you're also lucky. Go for it.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
You're building up quite a
stash of goodies, much to your
delight. Take care of it. and it
will take care of you.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
You've come through the
recent difficulties, almost.
Others know you've done
something wonderful but,

don't tell them.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-lan. 19)
The main reason to do a good
job habitually, is because you
never know when somebody's
going to check you out.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) OK.
you can relax now, and hang
out with your friends. Since
you lived through it, you won.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Check things off your lists
as fast as you can. Lighten
your load.

and local acts Liono and
the Uncertain 5. The Plot's
innovative hardcore career
will come to a close after this
tour. The show starts at 9:00
p.m. and costs $8.

Spooky Carnival of
Fun is Maumee Bay State
Park's safe, family-friendly
alternative for Halloween
hijinx. Admission is $3, and
the event begins at noon.

"Sure, there have
been injuries and
deaths in boxing
- but none of
them serious."
Alan Minter | Boxe-

Halloween events to spook Pub patrons
By Nick Carr.il.inr
Reporter

As college students get older,
dressing up and eating candy
for Halloween may seem a
little childish and a bit out of
style. However, drinking beer,
singing karaoke and carving
pumpkins just might sound
more appropriate.
Starting now, students can
sign up to participate in such
events at the Union information center.
The events include "scary
beers" taste contest as well as
a pumpkin carving contest
which will include karaoke,
and will take place at the Black
Swamp Pub.
lusiin Rudisille, graduate
assistant to Student Union
Programs, urges students to
attend the beer tasting contests
that occurs every month, including this months Halloween

themed, "scary beers."
"We usually bring in seven
unique types of beer and we
give everyone in the attendance samples and talk about
what it's made of and the history of the beer," Rudisille
said. "This month the theme
is scary beers. We are using
beers with strong flavors, scary
labels and fall themed beers
like Pumpkin Ale."
The event costs S7 and will
take place Tuesday at 5:30 p.m.
Space is limited to 35 people
and seats fill up quickly so it is
encouraged that students sign
up ahead of time, according
to Rudisille.
The beer tasting contests are
in its third year and were started
by Dr. Mike Coomes, professor
in department of higher education and student affairs.
"Mike had always kind of
been an enthusiast. It was
when the pub first opened

up, and they wanted to create some programming in the
pub, and it was an idea that got
thrown out there," Rudisille
said. "Because of Mike's experience he kind of took the
program under his wing. The
union sponsors the event, but
Mike runs the program."
During the contest, people in
attendance get to talk about the
beers and eventually one beer
will be crowned the best.
"People usually just like to
converse about the beers and
talk about the flavors," Rudisille
said. "By the end of the night
they vote on the best in show,
the best beer of the night."
The other event taking place
is pumpkin carving. Lindsay
Baker, organizer of the pumpkin
carving event, is excited to bring
an event to the Pub that can
make students away from home
feel more comfortable
"It is kind of just festive and

goes with the whole fall and
Halloween theme," Baker said.
"Usually carving pumpkins
is something people do with
their families, so this is nice for
first year students who aren't
around their families, especially if they want a pumpkin for
their room."
Along with the pumpkin
carving contest there will also
be karaoke.
The event is free and anyone
can attend. While there are no
prizes for the winners, there will
be hot apple cider.
"This is the first time we have
ever done pumpkin carving,"
Baker said. "It is tree to students,
so you just come to the pub and
the supplies will be there and
you can carve pumpkins and
sing songs, the karaoke is just
there for entertainment while
students carve their pumpkins."
The pumpkin carving event
occurs from-8 p.m. to 10 p.m.

igranes
begin at
Bryan Gallery
By H.ath.r Riadal
Reporter

The late Oscar Wilde once said,
"Life imitates art far more than
art imitates life." Now. how
many people truly believe that
is unknown to me, but after
seeing Joan Livingstone's newest exhibition, "Migraines,
Margins, Disruptions," I understand how life and art correspond together.
Livingstone's exhibition
will be opened to the public
In the Dorothy Uber Bryan
Gallery in the Fine Arts Center
on campus. Many of the creations in the exhibition are
pieces that she has worked on
for the last decade.
"10 years ago, 1 was really
interested in notions of things
that disrupted and emerged
from the surface," Livingstone
said. "Where things are pushing forth from the inside to
the outside, that notion of disruption."
This is partly why the exhibition is named what it is. She
also said that her "work has
been about a kind of engagement with the quality of skin or
membrane that defines a form"
and that is another reason for
the name of the exhibition.
While looking at her work
in ihe gallery, she discussed a
few pieces that are connected
with significant events that
have happened in her life. One
example is "At Capacity," which
is the name of the colorful array
of funnels set up on one wall
in the gallery. During the time
of this creation, she said she
thought about her father, who
was a physician, because he
always talked about truth in the
scientific sense and "the notion
of what is the truth."
"I was measuring, meticulously, formulas of color and
timing, so this becameall about
paying attention and trying to
repeat," she said. "A standard,
which is a way some people
consider the truth."
She explained that she could
never obtain the same exact
results with the outcomes of the
funnels and that "you know the
truth by scientific repetition,
that you're able to repeat it, so it
must be true."
"It ('At capacity') is almost
sort of my way of playing with
that notion of what is the truth,"
she said. Her father died when
"At capacity" was being made
and she said, "it's always been
a meaningful thing that those
two coincided."
Another one of her pieces
hangs on the opposite side
of the room and is called,
"Migrations." To the average
bystander, it looks almost like
white sections of a blanket
with objects underneath it, but
its meaning is much deeper
than that.
She explained "Migrations"
as "the notion of whiteness |the
'blanket'! and fragments |the
'objects'] that are trying to redefine their home and find their
baring again. The whiteness is
about a kind of absence."
"Migrations" is mainly about
when her brother died about
four years after her father and
the absence of that happening,
she said.
In her exhibition, some truth
can be found in the creations
that are hanging on the walls,
and an example of this can also
be seen in the lengthy piece
called, "Relocations."
"Relocations" is a collection
of different items that she found
on the streets of her neighborhood in Chicago. Over the past
several years, while walking her
dog, she said that she would
randomly pick construction
materials, empty chip bags,
a portion of a flag that said
"marines" on it, and anything
else that appealed to her liking.
"I was thinking about the
surfaces of that neighborhood,"
she said. "The kind of cultural
skins that get thrown out or left
out or tossed out. What gets
blown around on the streets."
She then stitched the pieces
together, by hand, "to make this
long, kind of line." The name
fits the piece as perfectly as she
S«e MIGRAINE | Page 9
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SWEETEST
From Page 8
I have realized its just another way for Hallmark lo mate
money,'' he said. "Its a replicate
of Valentine's Day. ettepl thai
day is highly enjoyable, and
nobody knows about Sweetest
Day unless they're in a relation
ship themselves.''
McDerniott said he tries to
be as sweet as possible to his
fiancee every day of the year,
so he does not feel pressure
to do something extravagant

on Sweetest Day He feels he
has done many sweet things for
her in the past. "I took her out
into the country because she
loves seeing the stars, I've made
her dinner and I've randomly
written her poems," lie said.
"I make sure to say I love you1
every time I see her.''
As
mentioned
earlier.
Sweetest Day is most commonly branded as a Hallmark
holiday. Although that was not
how the day was first set up, the
Hallmark company has begun
to take advantage of what
the day represents, strongl)
emphasizing the romantic
appeal. Hie corporation began
producing Sweetest lla\ cards
in the 1960s, and they currently have 151 Sweetest Day
cards in comparison with the
48 cards in the collection from

previous years,
Locatedatl65S.MainSt, I he
Mower Basket sees an increase
in sales around this time ol year.

Employee Maryann Gibson said
that the sales arc not nearly as
high as on Valentine's Day, but
that then' is still a measurable

MIGRAINE
From Page 8

amount of purchase.
The fact that the event does
not occur throughout the
entire country becomes apparent during the third week ill
October. "I here's a lot of times
when we'll get (alls trom |out
ol state] llorists that ask us lo
take orders on Sweetest Day.
and we have to say 'WsYe
really sorry, but we just don't
have the iirut-'." Gibson said.
I he] II want to know what's
going on, and we'll say, "Well
it's Sweetest Day", .mil they'll
say, 'What's thai?'"
One of the best aspects ol
Sucvirsi ll.iv is the initial COSl
of the various goodies. "Since
it's not a national holiday, the
pi ices don't go up like they do at

valentines i toy, Gibson said.
"On Valentine's Day. you
always have the problem
of supply and demand. On
Sweetest Day, tin- prices don't
go up, so that's a bonus."
(lift ideas are not hard to
(I muse from, and the ideas are
practically limitless. (In cam
pus, (.'hily's and Temptations
convenience stores will he
selling Sweetest Days gifts

Including Rowers, varieties ol
chocolates and balloons. Slop
by Chily's on Friday from 7::i(l
a.m. — midnight. Saturday
from 11 a.m. midnight, or
[temptations on Friday from Id
a.m. — midnight and Salunl.n
from II a.m. — !l p.m.
As stores bombard their customers' line of sight this year

with gilts, trj in remembei the
history behind the day that
aims to make everj individual
feel special, lie il family, friends
or a significant other, Sweetest
Day can, and should be, a wonderful da) ol appreciation.

"Joan Livingstone
has an amazing

makes it fit on the gallery wall,
Everywhere "Relocations" is

reputation and it's

shown, she sews it (o fit the
gallery's setting.
"It's been relocated, all
these fragments, many times,
front the street to my studio,
stitched together over a long
period of time. Then relocated
to another place, bringing the
memory ol my neighborhood
to your school."
One of the main people responsible for having
Livingstone on campus is
Jacqueline Nathan. BGSU's
gallery director, and she
said that when -he found
out about Livingstone's new
show, she thought how interesting it looked.
"loan Livingstone has an
amazing
reputation
and
it's very exciting to show her
work." Nathan said. "With a lot
of depth, it's the kind of work
that you can look at lor a long

very exciting to show

332

her work."
Jacq...

timeand can keep seeing more
interesting things about it."
Nathan said

that this is

an excellent opportunitj for
inn onl) students, but also
tin the general public In see
Livingstone's work.
"its her particulai nay ol
looking at the world and interpreting that so that people
can come and experience the
tilings she creates." Nathan
said. "It's her own personal
vision and she has a story lo tell

Movie

Universal Picture!
Grade | B

Man of the Year"
WHAT JOE THINKS:
"Man of the Year" is the type of
film that movie-goers have to
watch out for because it s not what
it appears to be in the coming
attractions, which make it look like
a full fledged comedy.
The film is in fact a satire, which
means that it is meant lo send a
message to the audience and as a
result has only a few funny moments.
The coming attractions also do
not tell the audiences what the real
plot of the film is.
Only part of the story is about a
comedian, played by Robin V,
("Mrs. Doubtfire~), who becomes
the president.
A majority of the film is about a
computer engineer ("The Exorcism
of Emily Rose" actor Laura Linney).
who finds that there is a glitch in the
voting system and tries to reveal
the truth while being chased by her
former employers.
Now these things don't make
."Man of the Year" a bad film, in
fact the film is pretty good, with an
interesting, original plot and a decent
acting from a majority of the cast,
although it does feel as though some
of the actors are just resorting to
doing a stand-up routine (like Lewis
Black's character).
It s |ust that the film isn't what
one would expect it to be and as a
result they may be disappointed as
•i result, and in the end that is also
what hurts the film.
"Man of the Year" is worth seeing
because it is a clever, thought
provoking film that is very well done.
It gives the audience a message
that is relevant for the times that we
live in today, and that s something
that just isn't done enough anymore.
—Joe Cunningham

WWW.BGNEWSCOM

Pulse Picks

Movi

Music

Music

■ Warner Bros. Picture
■ Grade | A-

• Mute-math
■ Grade | C

■ F""dUp
■ Grade ! B-

The Departed"

"Mutemath

WHAT JOE THINKS:
Martin Scorsese returns to gangster
films for the first time in a decade
with his latest film "The Departed."
and its one of his best works yet.
The film centers on Colin Sullivan
(Matt Damon) and Billy Costigan
(Leonardo DiCaprio) who are working as informants for opposite sides
of the law in the Irish Mafia and the
Boston Police Department.
It also shows how their lives are
affected as a result of the decisions
they are forced b
Jack Nicholson stands out as mob
boss Frank Costello, who is the
center of the police investigation that
connects Damon and DiCaprio
Nicholson really brings out the sadistic and disturbed nature of the crime
boss, especially when he finds out
that he has an informant m his outfit.
While DiCaprio. Damon, and
Nicholson make up the mam core
jfjporting cast
is equally good with the likes of
Martin Sheen. Mark Wahlberg. Alec
Baldwin and a bunch of others who
give great performances that further
add to the film
Just about everything in "The
Departed" is great - from the
performances to the screenplay to
the soundtrack.
The only real problem ■
film is the ending, where a couple
of things could have been clarified a
little better But its such a small problem that it doesn't take away from
how good this movie really is
"The Departed" is the best film to
be released so far this year, and it will
go down as one of Martin Scorseses
best films. Considering a resume like
his. that says a whole lot about how
good this filni is,
—Joe Cunningham

Hidden World'

WHAT BR1TTNEY THINKS:
There is a new adult-alternative band
climbing the charts this year
Mutemath is a four member band
with a mix of two sounds that make
a unique blend of instruments and
vocals. The band's instrumental are
Coldplay-like. but the vocals are that
of a pop star.
The instruments include bass
(Roy Mitchell-Cardenas), keyboards (Paul Meany also on vocals),
guitar (Greg Hill), drums, samples
and the keytar (Darren King), which
does give them a look of kids banging around on stage.
The self-titled CD "Mutemal
released, mixes small instrumental sets
with songs that have vocals. This is a
little odd at first as no other band has
used this for some time, and makes
listening to the CD annoying at first.
The style difference between the
songs with and without vocals is very
notable and causes a feeling of listen ing to two different bands, and they
do this symmetrically by switching
every other track.
Listening to the whole CD gives
you a meBow feeling, but randomly
through the tracks with vocals. Meany
throws in a few "artistic screams.
The effect must have been meant
to give them a more hardcore sound,
but all it really does make them sound
as if they are trying too hard.
After about fifteen minutes of letting the CD play, tt starts to blend
together (after the effect of the
random changes of style and screams
wear off), and it sounds the same.
There is really no variety between
song tracks or the instrumental tracks.
A good CD to play if one were studying for a hard exam or working on an
intense paper, which has its good qualities; however it would not be good to
play during a party or working out.
— Brittney Bishop

WHAT JOHNNY THINKS:
Not smce The Stooges nas a punk
band dared to sliatter the five-n
*ten as these Canucks do on
their debut full-length album
From the outset. F""d Up let's
you know they're in no rush to reach
the end of the album, with epically
drawn-out power chords heralding
opener "Crusades" for a minute-anda-half before even a hint of percussion is heard.
Prolonged punk jams aren't the
only thing this Toronto six-piece has
bogarted from Iggy s pre-'77 crew
Jps vintage guitars were dearly
hjacked from The Stooges' museumridden tour bus. Razor-sharp guitars
dominate rjie album, bending it over
and spanking it before caressing its face
with a cheese-grater.
There's nothing technicaly impressive about the i
ire no
Zeppeltnesque six- string heroics here.
Rather, they're an inspiring lesson in
how much passion and attitude can be
stuffed into three potent chords.
If the guitars don't pummel your face
in with your own sawed-off legs, then
the enigmatic/ternfylingK,':
snger (known only as Pnk Eyes) most
certanr)
The album's stand-out track ("Two
Snakes") serves not only as seventh-propelled exercise
in American hardcore, it also serves
up a psequence of
garbled vocals
While attempting to shout the
song til e. il
; ret the
ambiguous battle-cry of "Two Snakes"
as "Tub
At the end of this 72-minute time
capsule of raw punk rock youll remember why you listen to rock and n
first place.
— Johnny Payne

that's different"
Theexhibit ion beginsat 7:30
tonight. All exhibitions are
free of charge and open to the
public.

SOUTH MAIN ST.

(ouromyomc*

(419)352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES, INC.
TH

SEE YOU AT THE HOUSING FAIR OCTOBER 25

STOP IN AND PICK UP OUR
2007-2008 HOUSING BROCHURE
•over 400 apts.. houses & condos
• pets allowed in some locations
• no parental guarantees needed
• no application fee charged
•on-line applications

IN THE GRAND BALLROOM!

10 Friday. October
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JO»D«N(LOWER
ATTACK!:

• itg opponents tor the Ohio seal in the U S senate. Mike Qpwme and Sherrod Brown, sparred last night

DEBATE
From Page 1
Brown also said DeWine
lacked ihe backbone to look out
for the Interests ol the middleclass citizen.
"He doesn't stand up to drug

(■ //■j/f////.jf{/

Holiday
*

Catering
■<■

companies, fit' doesn't stand
up in HMOs, I le doesn't Maud
up in being told in go person
nl mid negative lo continue
receiving campaign fuiulIng," Brown said, referring to a
DeWine campaign ad that was
puilftl From television for concerns about its accuracy, "Mike
DeWine has no spine."
lim DeWine said during his
time in the Senate he "has been
there and »ill continue to be"
in Finding an eventual exit strategj ii» Iraq.
"We won't staj in Iraq Foi
ever, Inn iinln now this is for

Management inc.
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*
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Running Specials
2006/2007
Call 353.5800

urn own national Interests."
he said. "IBrown] doesn't
understand that there is a
war 'in terrorism."
lim Brown said DeWine had
no new ideas to offer on Iraq
in any other issue.
"I see nothing different about
continuing to 'stay 1 in- coursei"1
he said, "lie doesn't want to

have a breadth of difference, a
hair of difference, between his
opinions and Hush's."

itiuh
Democrats
and
Republicans in the audience
voiced disappointment with
the debate,
"I thought it was very repetitive
ami counterproductive." Brian
km/lev co-chair ol the College
Republicans, said. "I would say
with the small amount of time
spent on policies, DeWine had
the edge, but 1 was disappointed the debate was tins personal
and this low."

Management Inc.
Hillsdak Apis.
1082 Fairviev. Ave
2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Tv\nh

From Only $485!

N

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t=j*

OUTBACK
S T E A K H O U S E "

V Top wages
J Flexible Hours
V Paid Vacations
V Health/Dental
Insurance
v7 Employee Stock
Option Plan
are just a lew of the great
benefits waiting for you!
Apply in person
Moii. Fri. 2-4
401 W. Dusscl Road

Miiumee, OH 43537

At I STADIUM SKAT INC

FLICKAlPG)

15 City where Galileo taught
16 Baffled
17 Wed. follower

46
47
48
53

18 Laotian or Mongolian

7101000

THE MARINE tPG-UI

74510 00

• THE GRUDGE 2(rO-1J|

710940

MAN OF THE YEARiPG-U)

7:10945

EMPLOYEE OF THE M0HTH(PG-13|7 009 30

Evergreen Ants.
215E. Pcie Rd
Large I or 2 heilrooni
Opening in Oct.
H( isi Bus route/15 min.
walk tocampus
Laundrj on she

Exhale sadly
Bad luck, maybe
Rabbits' kin
Tic-tac-toe win
Member of the lighting crew
Career officer's kid

34
35
36
37
38

"Giant" ranch
Arctic ice sheets
End of pay?
Customary extras, briefly
Toyota hybrid

59
60
61
62
63
64
65

JACKASS NUMBER TWOIRI

730935

27 Actress Garson

48

28 Nationwide rival
29 Elite category
30 Decisive defeat

49
50
51

31
32
33
35
38

52
54
55
58

Preliminary sketch
Skirt shape
Mongol invader
Brothers' titles
Banana skins

cum laude
Part of NY's S.I.
Surrendered
Throat medication
Mmes.. on Mallorca

ANSWERS
A V

Serves as pep band to selected basketball and hockey games
during Ihe 2006-2007 season. Auditions will be Sunday.
QclQberJ!9 Sign up tor an audition time and pick up music
starting Wednesday, October 25 in Ihe Band Office
(Room 1010 Musical Arts)
Students selected to perform with the Athletic Bands will
be paid for their participation In the 2006-2007 season as
well as receive one course credit in the spring semester.
Rehearsals are:
Sunday, Nov. 5

rj

7:00-9:00 p.m.

Sunday, Nov. 12 J>

7:00-9:00 p.m.

(Just a lew minutes Irom BG!
Take 1-475W to Dussel-turn right.)
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 14 STRAIGHT YEARS

, PISHN6LLOS
UaW

203 N. Main "?!
JP?!
$5 75
Minimum
Open Weekdays 4PM

352-5166

See our coupon menu
In the telephone directory or
ask about our SPECIALS!
'.plsanellos.com

• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

K
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Help Wanted

For Sale

FAST & SIMPLE CASH
Requirements: Freshmen and or
Sophomores needed.
Honest, dependable, attn. lo detail,
own trans. Worl* in local BG area.
Contacl Cathleen 419-308-1595

ANDY'S HOT DOG
$25,000 • Serious OHers Only
419 241 7488

!

The BG News
Classified
Ads

Kidz Watch now hiring care givers
lor days. eves., weekends. Fun atmosphere. Ilex scheduling, exp with
children preferred. Also seeking
candidates tor in home nanny positions Send resume or apply in person to Kidz Watch 580 Craig Dr »2
Perrysburg OH 43551.

I h<- I". N.-ivs WilrWI ITM HKIII t" tl" liniv
dtoconilnuc « revte .n» id
MII h <s those found lobtdWMtMiory, lack
HMJ III (actual basta, mMkadlni n UM ID
narun Mi adraiHemcnta an iub|Ki i"

IBARTENDING1 up to $300 day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 exl 174

Services Offered
Pregnant? Confidential. Iree & professional testing. BG Pregnancy
Center 419-354-4673

SUNDAY BUFFET
@ COMMONS
Brunch 11-2:30

Edller Positions Avalla.yle/S8 IlL
Our Perrysburg firm has part-time in
house positions available. You will
proofread and edit shop reports that
mystery shoppers submit online.
Complete training provided. Computer experience and grammar skills
required. Hours and days are flexible. Mon. - Sun. 9am-5pm. Interested candidates please bring a resume and apply in person at Intellishop - 801 W. South Boundary
43451 Please refer to www.intellishop.com for company info.

For Rent
2 bdrm apt subls Jan. 07-May.
Near camp S295-mo & util. 419279-0701.

3 bdrm house. 1 block from shuttle.
Garage. A/C. W/D hookup. NO
PETS $750 4 util. 419-353-8208.
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly semester & yr. long leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
wwwbuckeyeinnandstudios.com
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt looking for t sublsr. ASAP
or looking lor Spr. Sem. Fully turn,
spacious kit. brand new appliances.
W/D, A/C. central heat, breakfast
bar. hi-spd. cable & internet meld in
rent $650 mo 216-538-0061
dansolo@bgsu.edu
JOIN US FOR DINNER
@> CAMPUS CORNERS

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com

5pm - 9pm
Monday - Thursday
Meal Plans Accepted

Wanted

Male has furnished room for rent
wilh freedom of house to a clean,
neal. and honest student. $200 deposit $250 rent. 419-354-6117.

THINK YOU'RE FUNNY?
Comics needed lor BGSU's
LAST COMIC STANDING!

1 roommate needed, Campbell Hill
Twnhse. Sublease now until May.
$325 mo 260-241-1534

FOOTBALL. BEER SPECIALS
BIG SCREEN TV

EVERY SUNDAY
STEAK NIGHT

AT CAMPUS POLLYEYES

4:30 - 7:00
MCDONALD DINING CENTER

Trinity United
Methodist Church

Igloo needs 1 or 2 rmtes. 1 rmte:
$320. 2 rmtes: $266 plus utilities.
Call 419-206-0050.
Need 1 Roommate: one female
needed to fill lease at Enclave Apis
Lease runs until 8-1-07 - $350 mo.
Call Mike 440-478-7500
Subleaser wanted 1 bedroom.
furnished, $290 mo S utilities
Block off campus 419-343-8261.

in .ii/-.Vi„i,/,ii School
II SO-Contempormy
200 North Summil Slrret
H...lin,,l,r>mlHii,.4UII2-.'<:7
Plrm4l9-33M03I
RB4I9-J53-5I9I
I -mail Utah) r^waMtaq
I'ruiMiii; and PnH'laiminn <hri\l
ut Ihe Heart o/Bim^nx (irren

Retired teacher & professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm.. 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255
mo. incld. partial util. Call after 7 &
leave message 419 352-5523
Roommates Needed.
$300
419-353-5100
Simply styling..our 1 bdrm. apts.
have lots of style for a price that is
simply perfect! Special pricing avail.,
hurry in. this is a limited time offer.
Charing Cross 419-352-0590
Spring Subleaser Needed. A furnished 1 bedroom apt. on E. Reed.
Pay electric only 440-554-3903.
" Lg. 1 bedrm. apt, also rooms
Avail. Now eVor 1st of year t 2
bdrm 1/1/07. 07-08 S Y S all listings 24/7 @ cahyremals.com or call
353-0325

For Sale

07 ■ '08 School Year
Listings available cahyrentals.com
or 316 E. Merry *3

ZZA'S PIZZA
@ THE UNION

2 bdrm apt. for rent w balcony.
1000 sq. ft. $630 a month w/ gas &
cable tree Call 419-318-4798

Open Until 2 am
7 Days a Week

2 bdrm apt on 4th Street $490 a
month . util. 419-409-1110 or 419352-4456

QUESTION OF THE DAY: WHAT'S THE BIGGEST BENEFIT OF HAVING A YARD?

"Ability to BBQ"

1
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Gallery display
Orchid tuber
Doesn't go
Service charge
Creates booties
Paris subway
Light knock

352-9638

' BGSU ATHLETIC BAND>

Chess pieces
Start ot term?
Young porker
Gentle breeze
Bandleader Xavier
Wine barrel
Son of Judah
Hybrid fruit
Tom Sawyer affirmative
Sacred act
Surface size
Stair part
General on a Chinese
menu

|||OOO||S3UVH||

Sign up @ (he Union's
Into. Center by Oct. 25
Questions9 419-372-9009
CROSSOVER IPC-131
7 20930
STEPUPlPO-131
7 00920
TALLAOEGA NIGHTS THE BALLAD OF RICST
BOBBY IPO-131
7 00920
MONSTER HOUSE IPGI
710910
LITTLE MAN(P0-13I
725930
CLICKIPG-I3I
700910

42
44
45
47

Channel Island
Weapon handles
Residences
Actor Stephen

XV3U9H 1
HI
.. i ■■"
«■«s i i c «| i

7.0010:00
7:00 10:00

SCHOOL fOR SCOtlNORELS|PO-1J|7:00930
OPEN SEASON IPO)
7309:35

41

13
21
23
25

39 Night in Nevers

TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: THE
BEGINNING |R|
7 30935
THE DEPARTED (Rl
THE GUARDIAN (PC-131

11 Oh yeah, right
12 Solo's princess

56 __-Saxon
57 Bad ball to be behind

Own"

20
22
24
26
27
29

7 009 30

THE PRESTIGE IPO-Ill

8 Fritz or k.d
9 Dugout youngsters

10 Beating like a poet's heart

45 Stringed instalment

:IJ.|

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

Management Inc.

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses

■Mil. IVtlRSl Ml IIIIH I
■ it l-,i|(„rn,r,,l I-" un.l HI

l'„rt> mom u.„il,,Mpl„r l,lrlh<U>
parti.-*, or small Urou|,s
.'.»tlf..r lMf,,r,uR|„„,

Stating at S47S/mo
■Futilities
Moments from BG

CA
AfEfcc
Management Inc.

YSanrU/ce /2 423-74<4

7 Feast on Maui

43 Most hoarse

* .('.1r111ikr.com

(iarage for l vehicle
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(V. attruAU! (Vy i/tt;mai

111/113 Ftndlaj Pk
Portage Oft
LARGE 3 & "2 bdrm Apis

-FREE HEAT

42

lilnl.i Ii ll -Mills

Management Inc.
Findlay Pike Ants.

6 See-ya. Pedro

41 Gargoyle
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Garbage Disposal
\u Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.
Carports
BGSU Bus Shuttle

On selected floor plans
•Groundfloor ranch
•Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
■ Pets welcome!

Clampett patriarch
Pint-sized
Ships water
"Evil Woman" rock grp.

19 "A League of

4 Mineral spnng
5 Original copy

39 Archibald and
Thurmond

419-372-6977

Dishwasher
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

■'
1

ACROSS

College Democrats, said the
candidates wasted far too much
time on personal attaeks.
They both presented good
points, hul (hey were mostly
jus! talking about each other,"
he said "! wish they would've
talked more about what they
actually plan 10 do in office."
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lion Collier, inemher of die

Visit Online
www.meccab9.com

1 New York team
2 K-12. in education
3 Pre-Civil War pro-slavery
northerners

1
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brought to you by

for answers to these questions and more
rear! the BG News everyday and attend the
"I wish I had a yard Off Campus Housing Fair. Wed. Oct. 25
so I could sit out
in the Bowen Thompson Student Union
and read"
Multi-purpose Room.
For a list of things to consider when searchi
for a place to live, go to our top ten lists online
at www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/otfcampus.com

